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APPENDIX B: IMPLEMENTATION GUIDELINES

This section contains some guidelines for implementations. These guidelines

are not part of the compliance tests. At the moment they are simply sugges-

tions on how to solve some difficult problems.

RTX TIMER

implementations should not start this timer on an L2CAP Connection Request

packet unless the physical link has been established. Otherwise the Baseband

paging mechanism might increase the cost of the request beyond that of the

minimal timeout value. If an implementation performs some form of security

check it is recommended that the connection pending response he sent back

prior to any consultation with a security manager that might perform Baseband

authentication commands. If any security check requires user interaction, the

link might timeout waiting for the user to enter a PIN.

Q03 MAPPING TO LM AND LZCAP IMPLEMENTATIONS

Token Rate

The Link Manager (LM) should ensure data is removed from the transmission

buffer at this rate. The LM should ensure the polling interval is fast enough to

support this data rate. The polling interval should be adjusted if the packet type

changes. If the buffer overflows, and the service type is Guaranteed, a Q08

violation should be reported. If the service type is Best Effort. and a Token Rate

was non-zero, a Q08 violation should also be reported.

Given a Token Rate of UXFFFFFFFF, and Service Type of Guaranteed, the LM

should refuse any additional connections from remote devices and disable all

periodic scans.

Token Bucket Size

L2CAP implementations should ensure that a buffer meeting the size request

is allocated for the channei. If no buffer is available. and the service type is

Guaranteed. the request should be rejected. If no appropriately sized buffer is

available, and the service type is Best Effort, the largest available buffer should
be allocated.

Peak Bandwidth

if the token bucket buffer overflows, a Q03 violation should be raised.
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Latency

The LM shouid ensure the polling interval is at least this value. If the polling

interval necessary to support the token rate is less than this value, the smaller

interval should be used. If this interval cannot be supported, a Q08 violation
should be raised.

Delay Variation

The LM may ignore this value because there is no clear mapping between

LZCAP packet delays and the necessary polling interval without requiring the

LM to comprehend the length field in L2CAP packets.

COLLISION TABLES

Current Value Requested Value

X X

Y If (X < Y} then X. else Y

Table ii.’ Resuit of Second Flush Timeout Request
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The service discovery protocol (SDP) provides a means for applications to dis-
cover which services are available and to determine the characteristics of

those available services.

1.2 MOTIVATION

Service Discovery in the Bluetooth environment, where the set of services that

are available changes dynamically based on the RF proximity of devices in

motion, is qualitatively different from service discovery in traditional network-

based environments. The service discovery protocol defined in this specifica-

tion is intended to address the unique characteristics of the Bluetooth environ-

ment. See V-Kgigzendix A Ea-::kg:'ci,:ri::I tnforrnal:ion,“ on page 3'Z{.'=, for further

information on this topic.

1.3 REQUIREMENTS

The following capabilities have been identified as requirements for version 1.0

of the Service Discovery Protocol.

1. SDP shall provide the ability for clients to search for needed services based

on specific attributes of those services.

. SDP shall permit services to be discovered based on the class of service.

. SDP shall enable browsing of services without a priori knowledge of the spe-
cific characteristics of those services.

. SDP shall provide the means for the discovery of new services that become

avaiiable when devices enter RF proximity with a client device as well as

when a new service is made available on a device that is in RF proximity
with the client device.

. SDP shall provide a mechanism for determining when a service becomes

unavailable when devices leave RF proximity with a client device as well as

when a service is made unavailable on a device that is in RF proximity with
the client device.

. SDP shall provide for services, classes of services, and attributes of ser-

vices to be uniquely identified.

. SDP shall allow a client on one device to discover a service on another

device without consuiting a third device.

8. SDP should be suitable for use on devices of limited complexity.

9. SDP shall provide a mechanism to incrementally discover information about

the services provided by a device. This is intended to minimize the quantity

Introduction 29 November 1999
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of data that must be exchanged in order to determine that a particular ser-

vice is not needed by a client.

10.SDP should support the caching of service discovery information by inter-

mediary agents to improve the speed or efficiency of the discovery process.

11 .SDP shouid be transport independent.

12.SDP shall function while using L2CAP as its transport protocol.

13.SDP shall permit the discovery and use of services that provide access to

other service discovery protocols.

14.SDP shat! support the creation and definition of new services without requir-

ing registration with a central authority.

1.4 NON-REQUIREMENTS AND DEFERRED REQUIREMENTS

The Bluetooth SIG recognizes that the following capabilities are related to ser-

vice discovery. These items are not addressed in SDP version 1.0. However,

some may be addressed in future revisions of the specification.

1. SDP 1.0 does not provide access to services. It only provides access to
information about services.

. SDP 1.0 does not provide brokering of services.

. SDP 1.0 does not provide for negotiation of service parameters.

. SDP 1.0 does not provide for billing of service use.

. SDP 1.0 does not provide the means for a client to control or change the

operation of a service.

. SDP 1.0 does not provide an event notification when services, or information

about services, become unavailable.

. SDP 1.0 does not provide an event notification when attributes of services
are modified.

. This specification does not define an application programming interface for
SDP.

. SDP 1.0 does not provide support for service agent functions such as ser-

vice aggregation or service registration.
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1.5 CONVENTIONS

1.5.1 Bit And Byte Ordering Conventions

When multiple bit fields are Contained in a single byte and represented in a

drawing in this specification, the more significant (high-order) bits are shown

toward the left and less significant (low-order) bits toward the right.

Multiple-byte fields are drawn with the more significant bytes toward the left

and the less significant bytes toward the right. Multiple-byte fields are trans-

ferred in network byte order. See Section 4.1 Transfer 3”-Syte {Dewar on page 344.
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2 OVERVIEW

Bluetooth-

2.1 SDP CLIENT-SERVER INTERACTION

Client Server

Application Application

SDP requests
 ’

SDP responses
(T

Figure 2.1:

The service discovery mechanism provides the means for client applications to

discover the existence of services provided by server applications as well as

the attributes of those services. The attributes of a service include the type or

class of service offered and the mechanism or protocol information needed to
utilize the service.

As far as the Service Discovery Protocol (SDP) is concerned. the configuration

shown in Figure 1 may be simplified to that shown in Figure 2.

SDP requests

SDP responses

Figure 2.2:
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SDP involves communication between an SDP server and an SDP client. The

server maintains a list of service records that describe the characteristics of

services associated with the server. Each service record contains information

about a single service. A client may retrieve information from a service record

maintained by the SDP server by issuing an SDP request.

if the client, or an application associated with the client, decides to use a ser-

vice, it must open a separate connection to the service provider in order to uti-

lize the service. SDP provides a mechanism for discovering services and their

attributes (including associated service access protocols). but it does not pro-

vide a mechanism for utilizing those services (such as delivering the service

access protocols).

There is a maximum of one SDP server per Bluetooth device. (If a Bluetooth

device acts only as a client, it needs no SDP server.) A single Bluetooth device

may function both as an SDP server and as an SDP client. If multiple applica-

tions on a device provide services, an SDP server may act on behalf of those

service providers to handle requests for information about the services that

they provide.

Similarly, multiple client applications may utilize an SDP client to query servers

on behalf of the client applications.

The set of SDP servers that are available to an SDP client can change dynam-

ically based on the RF proximity of the servers to the client. When a server

becomes available, a potential client must be notified by a means other than

SDP so that the client can use SDP to query the server about its services. Sim-

ilarly. when a server leaves proximity or becomes unavailable for any reason.

there is no explicit notification via the service discovery protocol. However, the

client may use SDP to poll the server and may infer that the server is not avail-

able if it no longer responds to requests.

Additional information regarding application interaction with SDP is contained

in the Bluetooth Service Discovery Profile document.
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2.2 SERVICE RECORD

A service is any entity that can provide information, perform an action, or con-

trol a resource on behaif of another entity. A service may be implemented as

software. hardware, or a combination of hardware and software.

All of the information about a service that is maintained by an SDP server is

contained within a single service record. The service record consists entirely of
a list of service attributes.

Service Record

Service Attribute 1

Service Attribute 2

Service Attribute 3

Service Attribute N

Figure 2.3: Service Record

A service record handle is a 32-bit number that uniquely identifies each service

record within an SDP server. It is important to note that, in general, each han-

dle is unique only within each SDP server. If SDP server 81 and SDP server

S2 both contain identical senrice records (representing the same senrice), the
service record handles used to reference these identical service records are

completely independent. The handle used to reference the service on S1 will

be meaningless if presented to S2.

The service discovery protocol does not provide a mechanism for notifying cli-
ents when service records are added to or removed from an SDP server.

While an L2CAP (Logical Link Control and Adaptation Protocol) connection is

established to a server, a service record handle acquired from the server will

remain valid unless the service record it represents is removed. If a service is

removed from the server, further requests to the server (during the L2CAP con»

nection in which the service record handle was acquired) using the services

(now stale) record handle will result in an error response indicating an invalid
service record handle. An SDP server must ensure that no service record han-

dle values are re-used while an L2CAP connection remains estabiished. Note

that service record handles are known to remain valid across successive

L2CAP connections while the ServiceDatabaseState attribute value remains

unchanged. See the ServiceRecordState and ServiceDatabaseState attributes

in Section ti Service Attribute iieiinitéons on page

There is one service record handle whose meaning is consistent across all
SDP servers. This service record handle has the value 0x00000000 and is a
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handle to the service record that represents the SDP server itself. This service

record contains attributes for the SDP server and the protocol it supports. For

exampie, one of its attributes is the list of SDP protocol versions supported by
the server. Service record handle values 0x00000001-OXOOOOFFFF are

reserved.
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2.3 SERVICE ATTRIBUTE

Each service attribute describes a single characteristic of a service. Some

examples of service attributes are:

ServiceC|assiD List

Servicel D

Protoco|DescrlptorList

ProviderName

|conURL

Servicetslame

Serviceflescrlptiori

Identities the type of service represented by a service record.
In other words, the list of classes of which the service is an
instance

Uniquely identifies a specific instance of a service

Specifies the protocol stacl<(s) that may be used to utilize a
service

The textual name of the individual or organization that pro-
vides a service

Specifies a URL that refers to an icon image that may be
used to represent a service

A text string containing a human-readable name for the ser-
vice

A text string describing the service

See Eéerstiran 5.’? Lirmrersai Attribute t3etin'a=‘.':cns ore. page 358, for attribute defini-

tions that are common to all service records. Service providers can also define
their own service attributes.

A service attribute consists of two components: an attribute ID and an attribute
value.

Figure 2.4: Service Attribute

Service Attribute

Attribute ID

Attribute Value
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2.4 ATTRIBUTE ID

An attribute ID is a 16-bit unsigned integer that distinguishes each service
attribute from other service attributes within a service record. The attribute ID

also identifies the semantims of the associated attribute value.

A service class definition specifies each of the attribute IDs for a service class

and assigns a meaning to the attribute value associated with each attribute ID.

For example. assume that service class C specifies that the attribute value

associated with attribute ID 12345 is a text string containing the date the ser-
vice was created. Assume further that service A is an instance of service class

C. If service A's service record contains a service attribute with an attribute ID

of 12345, the attribute value must be a text string containing the date that ser-
vice A was created. However, services that are not instances of service class C

may assign a different meaning to attribute ID 12345.

All services belonging to a given service class assign the same meaning to

each particular attribute ID. See ESe-cticn Seririce page

In the Service Discovery Protocol, an attribute ID is often represented as a data

element. See Section 3 Representation on page 341.

Type Size Index

I-II
<—5—H—3—i>1j1Ber

Figure 2.5:

2.5 ATTRIBUTE VALUE

The attribute value is a variable length field whose meaning is determined by

the attribute ID associated with it and by the service class of the service record

in which the attribute is contained. In the Service Discovery Protocol, an

attribute value is represented as a data element. (See Section 3 Data Repre-

seawtation on page 34?.) Generally. any type of data element is permitted as an

attribute value, subject to the constraints specified in the service class defini-

tion that assigns an attribute ID to the attribute and assigns a meaning to the

attribute value. See Section Servi:.:e Attribute iltetinitiorzs on page 358, for

attribute value examples.
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2.6 SERVICE CLASS

Each service is an instance of a service class. The service class definition pro-

vides the definitions of all attributes contained in service records that represent

instances of that class. Each attribute definition specifies the numeric value of

the attribute ID, the intended use of the attribute value, and the format of the

attribute value. A service record contains attributes that are specific to a ser-
vice class as well as universal attributes that are common to all services.

Each service class is also assigned a unique identifier. This service class iden-

tifier is contained in the attribute value for the ServiceC|asslDList attribute, and

is represented as a UUID (see Section 2.7.‘? iititfi on 33?). Since the for-

mat and meanings of many attributes in a service record are dependent on the

service class of the service record, the ServiceC|ass|DList attribute is very

important. Its value should be examined or verified before any class-specific
attributes are used. Since all of the attributes in a service record must conform

to all of the service’s classes, the service class identifiers contained in the Ser-

viceC|asslDList attribute are related. Typically, each service class is a subclass
of another class whose identifier is contained in the list. A service subclass def-

inition differs from its superclass in that the subclass contains additional

attribute definitions that are specific to the subclass. The service class identifi-

ers in the ServiceC|ass|DList attribute are listed in order from the most specific

class to the most general class.

When a new service ciass is defined that is a subclass of an existing service

class, the new service class retains all of the attributes defined in its super-

class. Additional attributes will be defined that are specific to the new service

class. In other words, the mechanism for adding new attributes to some of the

instances of an existing service class is to create a new service class that is a

subclass of the existing service class.

2.6.1 A Printer Service Class Example

A color postscript printer with duplex capability might conform to 4 Service-

Class definitions and have a ServiceC|ass|DList with UU|Ds (See SE‘rGI.EDi'i 23".’:

Ut.iit') en page 33?.) representing the following Serviceclasses:

DuplexCo|orPostscriptPrinterServiceC|ass|D,

Co|orPostscriptPrinterServiceC|assID,

PostscriptPrinterServiceC|ass|D,
PrinterServiceC|ass|D

Note that this example is only illustrative. This may not be a practical printer

class hierarchy.
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2.7 SEARCHING FOR SERVICES

Once an SDP client has a service record handle. it may easily request the val-

ues of specific attributes, but how does a client initially acquire a service record
handle for the desired service records? The Service Search transaction allows

a client to retrieve the service record handles for particular service records
based on the values of attributes contained within those service records.

The capability search for service records based on the values of arbitrary

attributes is not provided. Rather, the capability is provided to search only for

attributes whose values are Universally Unique Identifiers‘ (UU|Ds). Important
attributes of services that can be used to search for a service are represented
as UU|Ds.

2.7.1 UUID

A UUID is a universally unique identifier that is guaranteed to be unique across

all space and all time. UUIDs can be independently created in a distributed

fashion. No central registry of assigned UUIDs is required. A UUID is a 128-bit
value.

To reduce the burden of storing and transferring 128-bit UUID values, a range

of UUID values has been pre-allocated for assignment to often-used, regis-

tered purposes. The first UUID in this pre-allocated range is known as the
Bluetooth Base UUID and has the value 00000000-0000-1000-700$

0O805F9B34FB, from the Bluetooth Assigned Numbers document. UUID val-

ues in the pre-allocated range have aliases that are represented as 16-bit or

32-bit values. These aliases are often called 16-bit and 32-bit UU|Ds, but it is

important to note that each actually represents a 128-bit UUID value.

The full 128-bit value of a 16-bit or 32-bit UUID may be computed by a simple

arithmetic operation.

128_bit_va|ue = 16_bit_va|ue * 295 + B|uetooth_Base_UUID

128_bit_va|ue = 32_bit_va|ue * 295 + B|uetooth_Base_UUID

A 16-bit UUID may be converted to 32-bit UUID format by zero-extending the

16-bit value to 32-bits. An equivalent method is to add the 16-bit UUID value to
a zero-valued 32-bit UUID.

Note that two 16-bit UUlDs may be compared directiy, as may two 32-bit

UU|Ds or two 128-bit UUlDs. If two UUlDs of differing sizes are to be com-

pared. the shorter UUID must be converted to the longer UUID format before

comparison.

1. The format of UUIDs is defined by the International Organization for Standardization in ISO!
IEC 1157821996. ''Information technology— Open Systems Interconnection - Remote Proce-
dure Call {RPC)"
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2.7.2 Service Search Patterns

A service search pattern is a list of UU|Ds used to locate matching service

records. A service search pattern is said to match a service record if each and

every UUID in the service search pattern is contained within any of the service

record's attribute values. The UU|Ds need not be contained within any specific

attributes or in any particular order within the service record. The service

search pattern matches if the UUIDs it contains constitute a subset of the

UU|Ds in the service record's attribute values. The only time a service search

pattern does not match a service record is if the service search pattern con-
tains at least one UUID that is not contained within the service record's

attribute values. Note also that a valid service search pattern must contain at
least one UUID.

2.8 BROWSING FOR SERVICES

Normally, a client searches for services based on some desired characteris-

tic(s) (represented by a UUID) of the services. However, there are times when

it is desirable to discover which types of services are described by an SDP

server's service records without any a priori information about the services.

This process of looking for any offered services is termed browsing. In SDP, the

mechanism for browsing for services is based on an attribute shared by all ser-

vice classes. This attribute is called the BrowseGroupList attribute. The value

of this attribute contains a list of UUIDS. Each UUID represents a browse group

with which a service may be associated for the purpose of browsing.

When a client desires to browse an SDP server’s services, it creates a service

search pattern containing the UUID that represents the root browse group. All

services that may be browsed at the top level are made members of the root

browse group by having the root browse group's UUID as a value within the

BrowseGroupList attribute.

Normally, if an SDP server has relatively few services, all of its services will be

placed in the root browse group. However, the services offered by an SDP

server may be organized in a browse group hierarchy, by defining additional

browse groups below the root browse group. Each of these additional browse

groups is described by a service record with a service class of

BrowseGroupDescriptor.

A browse group descriptor service record defines a new browse group by

means of its Group ID attribute. In order for a service contained in one of these

newly defined browse groups to be browseable, the browse group descriptor

service record that defines the new browse group must in turn be browseable.

The hierarchy of browseable services that is provided by the use of browse

group descriptor service records allows the services contained in an SDP

server to be incrementally browsed and is particularly useful when the SDP

server contains many service records.
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2.8.1 Example Service Browsing Hierarchy

Bluetooth.

Here is a fictitious service browsing hierarchy that may illuminate the manner in

which browse group descriptors are used. Browse group descriptor service

records are identified with (G); other service records with (S).

Pubiic Browse R oot

| Eniertainmeni(G) | i News(G) ‘ R efere nce (G) ‘

Games (G) Movies ((3)

L
Btarcraft (S) l | ABug's Life (3) l

New York Times (8)

Figure 2.6:

I

Local N ewsp aper (S)

| Dictionaryl (S) i Encyc|ope1:|iaX(S) |

London Times (3)

This table shows the services records and service attributes necessary to

implement the browse hierarchy.

Service Name

Entertainment

Reference

Service Class

BrowseGroupDescri'ptor

Browseg roupDescriptor

BrowseG rou pDescr1ptor

BrowseGroupDescriptor

BrowseGroupDescriptor

Video Game Class ID

Attribute Name

BrowseGroupL'

GrouplD

BrowseGroupL'

GroupID

BrowseGroupL’

GrouplD

BrowseGroupL'

Group|D

BrowseGroupL’

GroLiplD

BrowseGroupL'

Attribute Value

Pub|icBrowseRoot

Entertainmentlfl

Pub|icBrowseRoot

News|D

Pub|icBrowseRoot

Reference|D

Entertainment|D

GamesID

Entertainment|D

MoviesiD

GameslD

29 November 1999
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A Bug's Life

Dictionary Z

Encyclopedia X

New York Times

London Times

Local Newspaper

Movie Class ID

Dictionary Class ID

Encyclopedia Class ID

Newspaper ID

Newspaper ID

Newspaper ID

BrowseGroupList

BrowseGroupi_:'st

BrowseGroupList

BrowseGrcupList

BrowseGroupl.ist

BrowseGroupList

MovielD

ReferenceID

ReferenceID

NewspaperID

NewspaperiD

NewspaperID

Tabie 2.1:
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3 DATA REPRESENTATION

Attribute values can contain information of various types with arbitrary com-

plexity; thus enabling an attribute list to be generally useful across a wide vari-

ety of service classes and environments.

SDP defines a simple mechanism to describe the data contained within an

attribute value. The primitive construct used is the data element.

3.1 DATA ELEMENT

A data element is a typed data representation. It consists of two fields: a

header field and a data field. The header field, in turn, is composed of two

parts: a type descriptor and a size descriptor. The data is a sequence of bytes

whose length is specified in the size descriptor (described in Section 3.3 Data

Eiiement Sfiizs iiéescriptcir on page fist?) and whose meaning is (partially) speci-

fied by the type descriptor.

3.2 DATA ELEMENT TYPE DESCRIPTOR

A data element type is represented as a 5-bit type descriptor. The type descrip-

tor is contained in the most significant (high-order) 5 bits of the first byte of the

data element header. The following types have been defined.

Type Valid Size
Descriptor Descriptor Type Description
Value Values

Nil. the null type

Unsigned Integer

Signed twos-complement integer

UUID. a universally unique identifier

Text string

Boolean

Data element sequence. a data element whose data field
is a sequence of data elements

Data element alternative, data element whose data field is

a sequence of data elements from which one data ele-
ment is to be selected.

URL. a uniform resource locator

Reserved

Data Representation 29 November 1999
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3.3 DATA ELEMENT SIZE DESCRIPTOR

The data element size descriptor is represented as a 3-bit size index followed

by O, 8. 16, or 32 bits. The size index is contained in the least significant (low-

order) 3 bits of the first byte of the data element header. The size index is
encoded as follows.

Additional
bits

1 byte. Exception: if the data eiement type is nil, the data size is 0
bytes.

2 bytes

4 bytes

8 bytes

16 bytes

The data size is contained in the additional 8 bits. which are inter-

preted as an unsigned integer.

The data size is contained in the additional 16 bits. which are

interpreted as an unsigned integer.

The data size is contained in the additional 32 bits, which are

interpreted as an unsigned integer.

29 November 1999 Data Representation
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3.4 DATA ELEMENT EXAMPLES

Nil is represented as:

Type Size Index

6%
1—5—N-3-D

A 16-bit signed integer is represented as:

Type Size Index

2 1 16«bit data value

4—5—M—3—>4j16en

he 3 character ASCII string "Hat" is represented as:

Type Size Index Size

E21

Figure 3.1:

Data Representation 29 November 1999
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4 PROTOCOL DESCRIPTION

SDP is a simple protocol with minimal requirements on the underlying trans-

port. It can function over a reliable packet transport (or even unreliable, if the

client implements timeouts and repeats requests as necessary).

SDP uses a requestiresponse model where each transaction consists of one

request protocol data unit (PDU) and one response PDU. However, the

requests may potentially be pipelined and responses may potentially be
returned out of order.

In the specific case where SDP utilises the Bluetooth L2CAP transport proto-

col, multiple SDP PDUS may be sent in a single LZCAP packet, but only one

LZCAP packet per connection to a given SDP server may be outstanding at a

given instant. Limiting SDP to sending one unacknowledged packet provides a

simple form of fiow control.

The protocol examples found in ;‘-‘qzrpertriix E3 Eixarrapie ESELEP 'i'rarssactions,

may be helpful in understanding the protocol transactions.

4.1 TRANSFER BYTE ORDER

The service discovery protocol transfers multiple-byte fields in standard net-

work byte order (Big Endian), with more significant (high-order) bytes being

transferred before less-significant (low-order) bytes.

4.2 PROTOCOL DATA UNIT FORMAT

Every SDP PDU consists of a PDU header foliowed by PDU-specific parame-

ters. The header contains three fields: a PDU ID. a Transaction iD, and a

ParameterLength. Each of these header fields is described here. Parameters

may include a continuation state parameter, described below; PDU-specific

parameters for each PDU type are described later in separate PDU descrip-
tions.

PDU Format:

Header: PDU ID Transaction ID ParameterLength

4-1 byte—Hj2 bytes—>4j2 bytes—>

4eParameterLength byteseb

Figure 4.1:

29 November 1999 Protocol Description
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Size: 1' Byte

N

0x00

0x01

0x02

0x03

0x04

0x05

0x06

OX0?

OX0?-OXFF

Parameter Description

The PDU ID field identifies the type of PDU. i.e. its meaning and the
specific parameters.

Reserved

SDP_ErrorResponse

SDP_ServiceSearchRequest

SDF'_ServiceSearchResponse

SDP_ServiceAttributeRequest

SDPmserviceAttributeResponse

SDP_ServiceSearchAttributeRequest

SDP_ServiceSearchAttributeResponse

Reserved

TransactioniD.' Size: 2 Bytes

Parameter Description

ParameterLength.'

The Transactioniili field uniquely identifies request PDUs and is used to
match response PDUs to request PDUs. The SDP client can choose
any vaiue for a request's Transaction1D provided that it is different from
all outstanding requests. The TransactioniD vaiue in response PDUs is
required to be the same as the request that is being responded to.
Range: OXUUUU — OXFFFF

Size: 2 Bytes

Parameter Description

The PararneterLength field specifies the iength (in bytes) of all parame-
ters contained in the PDU.

Range: oxcooo — OXFFFF

Protocol Description 29 November 1999
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4.3 PARTIAL RESPONSES AND CONTINUATION STATE

Service Discovery Protocol‘

Some SDP requests may require responses that are larger than can fit in a sin-

gle response PDU. In this case, the SDP server will generate a partial

response along with a continuation state parameter. The continuation state

parameter can be supplied by the client in a subsequent request to retrieve the

next portion of the complete response. The continuation state parameter is a

variable length field whose first byte contains the number of additional bytes of
continuation information in the field. The format of the continuation information

is not standardized among SDP servers. Each continuation state parameter is

meaningful only to the SDP Server that generated it.

lnfoLength Continuation Information

¢—1 byte—M—lnfoLength bytes—v

Figure 4. 2: Continuation State Fonnat

After a client receives a partial response and the accompanying continuation

state parameter, it can re-issue the original request (with a new transaction ID)

and include the continuation state in the new request indicating to the server

that the remainder of the original response is desired. The maximum allowable

value of the |nfoLength field is 16 (0x10).

Note that an SDP server can split a response at any arbitrary boundary when it

generates a partial response. The SDP server may select the boundary based

on the contents of the reply, but is not required to do so.

4.4 ERROR HANDLING

Each transaction consists of a request and a response PDU. Generally, each

type of request PDU has a corresponding type of response PDU. However, if

the server determines that a request is improperly formatted or for any reason

the server cannot respond with the appropriate PDU type, it will respond with

an SDP_ErrorResponse PDU.

Any Request

SDP_ErrorResponse

Figure 4.3:
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4.4.1 SDP_ErrorResponse PDU

PDU Type Parameters

SDP_ErrorResponse ErrorCode.
Errorlnfo

Description:

The SDP server generates this PDU type in response to an improperly format-

ted request PDU or when the SDP server, for whatever reason. cannot gener-

ate an appropriate response PDU.

PDU Parameters:

ErrorCoo‘e: Size: 2 Bytes

Parameter Description

The Errorcode identifies the reason that an SDP_ErrorResponse PDU
was generated.

0340000 Reserved

OXOOO1 lnvalidiunsupported SDP version

0x0002 Invalid Service Record Handle

0x0003 Invalid request syntax

GXOOO4 Invalid PDU Size

Ox0005 Invalid Continuation State

0x0006 Insufficient Resources to satisfy Request

0x000?-0xFF FF Reserved

Errori'm°o.' Size.‘ N Bytes

Parameter Description

Error-specific Errorlnfo is an Errorcode-specific parameter. Its interpretation depends
on the ErrorCode parameter. The currently defined Errorcode values do
not specify the format of an Errorlnfo field.

Protocol Description 29 November 1999
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4.5 SERVICESEARCH TRANSACTION

SDP_ServiceSearch Reque

SDP_ServiceSearchRespon

Figure 4.4:

4.5.1 SDP_ServiceSearchRequest PDU

PDU Type Parameters

ServiceSearchPattern.
MaximumServiceRecordCount.
Continuaticnstate

SDP_ServiceSearchRequest

Description:

The SDP client generates an SDP_ServiceSearchRequest to locate service

records that match the service search pattern given as the first parameter of

the PDU. Upon receipt of this request, the SDP server will examine its service

record data base and return an SDP_ServiceSearchResponse containing the

service record handles of service records that match the given service search

pattern.

Note that no mechanism is provided to request information for all service

records. However, see ffsecrtirst E:3rcv.=s%n-gt; for £3;~'arvie-es on page for a

description of a mechanism that permits browsing for non-specific services

without a priori knowledge of the services.

PDU Parameters:

ServiceSearchPattern: Size: Varies

_Parameter Description
Data Element The ServiceSearchPattern is a data element sequence where each ele-
Sequence ment in the sequence is a UUID. The sequence must contain at least

one UUiD. The maximum number of UU|Ds in the sequence is 12'. The
list of UU|Ds constitutes a service search pattern.

*. The value of 12 has been selected as a compromise between the scope of a service
search and the size of a search request PDU. It is not expected that more than 12
UUIDS will be useful in a service search pattern.

29 November 1999 Protocol Description
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Size: 2 Bytes

Service Discovery Protocol‘

MaximumServiceRe coro‘Count.'

Parameter Description

MaximumServiceRecordCount is a 16-bit count specifying the maximum
number of service record handles to be returned in the response(s} to
this request. The SDP server should not return more handles than this
value specifies. If more than N service reoords match the request. the
SDP server determines which matching service reoord handles to return
in the responsets).
Range: UXUUU1-UXFFFF

Continuationstate: Size: 1 to 17 Bytes

Parameter Description

Continuationstate consists of an 8-bit count, N. of the number of bytes
of continuation state information, followed by the N bytes of continua-
tion state information that were returned in a previous response from
the server. N is required to be less than or equal to 16. If no continua-
tion state is to be provided in the request, N is set to 0.

Continuation
State

4.5.2 SDP_ServiceSearchResponse PDU

PDU Type Parameters

Tota|ServiceRecordCount,
CurrentServiceRecordCount.
ServiceRecordHandleList,
Continuationstate

SD P__ServiceSea rch Response

Description:

The SDP server generates an SDP_ServiceSearchResponse upon receipt of a

valid SDP_ServiceSearchRequest. The response contains a list of service

record handles for service records that match the service search pattern given

in the request. Note that if a partial response is generated, it must contain an

integral number of complete service record handles; a service record handle

value may not be split across multiple PDUs.

Protocol Description 29 November 1999
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PDU Parameters:

TotaiServr'ceRecordCount.' Size: 2 Bytes

Parameter Description

The ‘l'otalServiceRecordCount is an integer containing the number of
service records that match the requested service search pattern. if no
service records match the requested service search pattern. this param-
eter is set to 0. N should never be larger than the MaximumServiceRe-
cordCount value specified in the SDP_ServiceSearchRequest. When
multiple partial responses are used. each partial response contains the
same value for TotalServiceReoordCount.

Range: UXUUUU-DXFFFF

CurrentServiceRecordCoun 1‘: Size: 2 Bytes

Parameter Description

The CurrenlServiceRecordCount is an Integer indicating the number of
service record handles that are contained in the next parameter. If no
service records match the requested service search pattern. this param-
eter is set to 0. N should never be larger than the ToialServiceRecord-
Count value specified in the current response.

Range: 0x0000~0xFFFF

Sen/iceRecon:iHandiei_ist.'

List of
32-bit handles

Size: (currentsenziceRecordCount*4) Bytes

Parameter Description

The ServiceRecordHand|eList contains a list of service record handles.

The number of handles in the list is given in the CurrentServiceRecorcl-
Count parameter. Each of the handles in the Eist refers to a service
record that matches the requested service search pattern. Note that this
list of service record handles does not have the format of a data ele-

ment. It contains no header fields, only the 32-bit service record han-
dies.

Continuarionstate:

Value

Size: 1 to 17 Bytes

Parameter Description

Continuation
State

Continuationstate consists of an 8-bit count, N, of the number of bytes
of continuation state information, followed by the N bytes of continua-
tion informaiion. If the current response is complete, this parameter
consists of a single byte with the value 0. If a partial response is con-
tained in the PDU, the Continuationstate parameter may be supplied in
a subsequent request to retrieve the remainder of the response.

29 November 1999 Protocol Description
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4.6 SERVICEATTRIBUTE TRANSACTION

SDP_ServiceAttzibuteRequest

SDP_ServiceAttributeRespons

Figure 4.5:

4.6.1 SDP_ServiceAttributeRequest PDU

PDU Type Parameters

SD P_ServioeAttributeReq uest ServiceRecord Handle,
MaximurnAttributeByteCcunt,
Attribute|DList.
Continuationstate

Description:

The SDP client generates an SDP_ServiceAttributeRequest to retrieve speci-

fied attribute values from a specific service record. The service record handle
of the desired service record and a list of desired attribute IDs to be retrieved

from that service record are supplied as parameters.

Command Parameters:

ServiceRecordHano'ie: Size: 4 Bytes

Parameter Description

32-bit handle The ServiceRecordHandIe parameter specifies the service record from
which attribute values are to be retrieved. The handle is obtained via a

previous SDP__ServiceSearch transaction.

Maximum/l ttributeByteCount: Size: 2 Bytes

Parameter Description

MaximumAttributeByteCount specifies the maximum number of bytes of
attribute data to be returned in the response(s) to this request. The SDF’
server should not return more than N bytes of attribute data in the
respcnse(s). If the requested attributes require more than N bytes. the
SDP server determines how to truncate the list.

Range: OXUUU7-DXFFFF

Protocol Description 29 November 1999
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Parameter Description

Data Element

Sequence
The AttributeIDList is a data element sequence where each element in
the list is either an attribute ID or a range of attribute IDs. Each attribute
ID is encoded as a 16-bit unsigned integer date element. Each attribute
ID range is encoded as a 32-bit unsigned integer data element, where
the high order 16 bits are interpreted as the beginning attribute ID of the
range and the low order 16 bits are interpreted as the ending attribute ID
of the range. The attribute IDs contained in the Attribute|DList must be
listed in ascending order without duplication of any attribute ID values.
Note that all attributes may be requested by specifying a range of
0xO000-0xFFFF.

Com‘inuationState.' Size: 1 to 17 Bytes

_Parameter Description
Continuation ContinuationState consists of an 8-bit count, N. of the number of bytes
State of continuation state information, followed by the N bytes of continua-

tion state information that were returned in a previous response from
the server. N is required to be less than or equal to 16. If no continua-
tion state is to be provided in the request, N is set to 0.

4.6.2 SDP__ServiceAttributeResponse PDU

Parameters

AttributeListByteCount.
AttributeList.
Continuationstate

PDU Type

SDF'_ServiceAttributeResponse

Description:

The SDP server generates an SDP_ServiceAttributeResponse upon receipt of

a valid SDP_ServiceAttributeRequest. The response contains a list of

attributes (both attribute ID and attribute value) from the requested service
record.

PDU Parameters:

Artributetistfiyte Count:

 Parameter Description
The AttributeListByteCount contains a count of the number of bytes in
the AttributeList parameter. N must never be larger than the Maximu-
mAttributeByteCount value specified in the
SDP_SenriceAttributeRequest.

Range: UXDDUZ-OXFFFF

Size: 2 Bytes

29 November ‘I999 Protocol Description
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Attributel_ist.'

Value Parameter Description

The AttributeList is a data element sequence containing attribute IDs
and attribute values. The first element in the sequence contains the
attribute ID of the first attribute to be returned. The second element in

the sequence contains the corresponding attribute value. Successive
pairs of elements in the list contain additional attribute ID and value
pairs. Only attributes that have non-null values within the service record
and whose attribute IDs were specified in the
SDP__ServiceAttributeRequest are contained in the AttributeList. Neither
an attribute ID nor an attribute value is placed in the AttributeList for
attributes in the service record that have no value. The attributes are

listed in ascending order of attribute ID value.

Data Element

Sequence

Continuat‘i0nState: Size: 1 to 1? Bytes

Parameter Description

Continuationstate consists of an 8-bit count, N, of the number of bytes
of continuation state information, followed by the N bytes of continua-
tion information. If the current response is complete, this parameter
consists ofa single byte with the value 0. lfa partial response is given,
the Continuationstate parameter may be supplied in a subsequent
request to retrieve the remainder of the response.

Continuation
State

Protocol Description 29 November 1999
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4.7 SERVICESEARCHATTRIBUTE TRANSACTION

SDF’_ServiceSearchAttributeRequest

SDP_ServiceSearchAttributeResponse

Figure 4. 6:

4.7.1 SDP_ServiceSearchAttributeRequest PDU

PDU '0
ServiceSearchPattern.

MaximumAttributeByteCount,
Attribute|DList.
Continuationstate

SDP_ServiceSearchAttributeRequest

Description:

The SDP_ServiceSearchAttributeRequest transaction combines the capabili-

ties of the SDP_ServiceSearchRequest and the SDP_ServiceAttributeRequest

into a single request. As parameters, it contains both a service search pattern
and a list of attributes to be retrieved from service records that match the ser-

vice search pattern. The SDP__ServiceSearchAttributeRequest and its

response are more complex and may require more bytes than separate

SDP_ServiceSearch and SDP_ServiceAttribute transactions. However, using

SDP_ServiceSearchAttributeRequest may reduce the total number of SDP

transactions, particulariy when retrieving multiple service records.

Note that the service record handle for each service record is contained in the

ServiceRecordHand|e attribute of that service and may be requested along
with other attributes.

29 November 1999 Protocol Description
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PDU Parameters:

Servr'ceSearchPattem.' Size: Varies

Parameter Description

Data Element The ServiceSearchPattern is a data element sequence where each ete-
Sequence ment in the sequence is a UUID. The sequence must contain at least

one UUID. The maximum number of UU|Ds in the sequence is 12‘. The
list of UU|Ds constitutes a service search pattern.

*. The value of 12 has been selected as a compromise between the scope of a service
search and the size of a search request PDU. It is not expected that more than 12
UU|Ds will be usetui in a service search pattern.

Maxr'mumA ttributeByteCount: Size: 2 Bytes

Parameter Description

MaximumAttributeByteCount specifies the maximum number of bytes of
attribute data to be returned in the responseis) to this request. The SDP
server should not return more than N bytes of attribute data in the
responseis). If the requested attributes require more than N bytes, the
SDP server determines how to truncate the list.

Range: OXUUOQ-OXFFFF

AttribureiDLr'st: Size.‘ Varies

Parameter Description

Data Element The Attribute|DList is a data etement sequence where each eiement in
Sequence the list is either an attribute ID or a range of attribute iDs. Each attribute

ID is encoded as a 18-bit unsigned integer data element. Each attribute
ID range is encoded as a 32-bit unsigned integer data element. where
the high order 16 bits are interpreted as the beginning attribute ID of the
range and the tow order 16 bits are interpreted as the ending attribute ID
of the range. The attribute IDs contained in the Attribute|DList must be
listed in ascending order without duplication of any attribute ID values.
Note that all attributes may be requested by specifying a range of
0xCID00-0xFFFF.

Continuationstate: Size: 1 to 17 Bytes

Parameter Description

Continuation Continuationstate consists of an 8-bit count. N. ofthe number of bytes
State of continuation state information. followed by the N bytes of continua-

tion state information that were returned in a previous response from
the server. N is required to be less than or equal to 16. If no continua-
tion state is to be provided in the request. N is set to 0.

Protocol Description 29 November 1999
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4.7.2 SDP_ServiceSearchAttributeResponse PDU

PDU Type Parameters

SDP_ServiceSearchAttributeResponse

Description:

AttributeListsByteCount,
AttributeLists.
Continuationstate

The SDP server generates an SDP_ServiceSearchAttributeResponse upon

receipt of a valid SDPfiServiceSearchAttributeRequest. The response contains

a list of attributes (both attribute ID and attribute value) from the service

records that match the requested service search pattern.

PDU Parameters:

ArtributeListsBy1‘eCount.'

Attributetistsr

Data Element

Sequence

Size: 2 Bytes

Parameter Description

The AttributeListsByteCount contains a count of the number of bytes in
the AttributeLists parameter. N must never be larger than the Maximu-
mAttributeByteCount value specified in the
SDP_ServiceSearchAttributeRequest.

Range: 0x0002-OXFFFF

Size: Varies

Parameter Description

The AttributeLists is a data element sequence where each element in
turn is a data element sequence representing an attribute list. Each
attribute list contains attribute IDs and attribute values from one service
record. The first element in each attribute list contains the attribute ID of
the first attribute to be returned for that service record. The second ele-

ment in each attribute list contains the corresponding attribute value.
Successive pairs of elements in each attribute list contain additional
attribute ID and value pairs. Only attributes that have non-null values
within the service record and whose attribute IDs were specified in the
SDP_ServiceSearchAttributeRequest are contained in the
AttributeLists. Neither an attribute ID nor attribute value is placed in
AttributeLists for attributes in the service record that have no value.

Within each attribute list, the attributes are listed in ascending order of
attribute ID value.

29 November ‘I999 Protocol Description
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Continuationstates

Parameter Description

Continuationstate consists of an 8-bit count, N. of the number of bytes
of continuation state information, followed by the N bytes of continua-
tion information. If the current response is complete, this parameter
consists ofa single byte with the value 0. lfa partial response is given,
the Continuationstate parameter may be supplied in a subsequent
request to retrieve the remainder of the response.

Continuation
State

Protocol Description 29 November 1999
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5 SERVICE ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS

The service classes and attributes contained in this document are necessarily

a partial list of the service classes and attributes supported by SDP. Only ser-

vice classes that directly support the SDP server are included in this document.

Additional service classes will be defined in other documents and possibly in

future revisions of this document. Also, it is expected that additional attributes

will be discovered that are appiicable to a broad set of services; these may be
added to the list of Universal attributes in future revisions of this document.

5.1 UNIVERSAL ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS

Universal attributes are those service attributes whose definitions are common

to all service records. Note that this does not mean that every service record
must contain values for all of these service attributes. However, if a service
record has a service attribute with an attribute ID allocated to a universal

attribute, the attribute value must conform to the universal attribute’s definition.

Only two attributes are required to exist in every service record instance. They

are the ServiceRecordHandle (attribute ID OXOOOU) and the ServiceClasslDList

(attribute ID OXOOO1). All other service attributes are optional within a service
record.

5.1.1 ServiceRecordHand|e Attribute

Attribute Name Attribute ID Attribute Value Type

Se-rviceReoordHand|e 0x0000 32-bit unsigned integer

Description:

A service record handle is a 32-bit number that uniquely identifies each service

record within an SDP server. It is important to note that, in general, each han-

dle is unique only within each SDP server. If SDF-’ server 31 and SDP server

32 both contain identical service records (representing the same sewice). the
service record handles used to reference these identical service records are

completely independent. The handle used to reference the service on 81 will,

in general, be meaningless if presented to S2.
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5.1.2 ServiceC|ass|DList Attribute

Attribute Name Attribute ID Attribute Value Type

ServiceC|asslDList UXUUU1 Data Element Sequence

Description:

The ServEceC|assIDList attribute consists of a data element sequence in which

each data element is a UUID representing the service classes that a given ser-

vice record conforms to. The UUiDs are listed in order from the most specific

class to the most general class. The ServiceC|assIDList must contain at least
one service class UUID.

5.1.3 ServiceRecordState Attribute

Attribute Name Attribute ID Attribute Value Type

ServiceReoordSEate UXOUUZ 32-bit unsigned integer

Description:

The ServiceRecordState is a 32-bit integer that is used to facilitate caching of

ServiceAttributes. If this attribute is contained in a service record, its value is

guaranteed to change when any other attribute value is added to, deleted from

or changed within the service record. This permits a client to check the value of

this single attribute. If its value has not changed since it was last checked, the
client knows that no other attribute values within the service record have

changed.

5.1.4 Service|D Attribute

Attribute Name Attribute ID Attribute Value Type

ServiceID DX0003 UUID

Description:

The Service|D is a UUID that universally and uniquely identifies the service

instance described by the service record. This service attribute is particularly

useful if the same service is described by service records in more than one
SDP server.
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5.1.5 ProtocoIDescriptorList Attribute

Attribute Name Attribute ID Attribute Value Type

ProtocolDescriptorList UXUUU4 Data Element Sequence or Data
Element Alternative

Description:

The Protoco|DescriptorList attribute describes one or more protocol stacks that

may be used to gain access to the service described by the service record.

If the Protocol DescriptorList describes a single stack, it takes the form of a data

element sequence in which each element of the sequence is a protocol

descriptor. Each protocol descriptor is, in turn, a data element sequence whose

first element is a UUID identifying the protocol and whose successive elements

are protocol-specific parameters. Potential protocol-specific parameters are a

protocol version number and a connection-port number. The protocol descrip-

tors are listed in order from the lowest layer protocol to the highest layer proto-

col used to gain access to the service.

If it is possible for more than one kind of protocol stack to be used to gain

access to the service. the ProtocolDescriptorList takes the form of a data ele-

ment alternative where each member is a data element sequence as described

in the previous paragraph.

Protocol Descriptors

A protocol descriptor identifies a communications protocol and provides proto-

col-specific parameters. A protocol descriptor is represented as a data element

sequence. The first data element in the sequence must be the UUID that iden-

tifies the protocol. Additional data elements optionally provide protocol-specific

information, such as the LZCAP protocoliservice multiplexer (PSM) and the

RFCOMM server channel number (CN) shown below.

ProtocolDescriptorList Examples

These examples are intended to be illustrative. The parameter formats for each

protocoi are not defined within this specification.

In the first two examples. it is assumed that a single RFCOMM instance exists

on top of the L2CAP layer. In this case, the L2CAP protocol specific information

(PSM) points to the single instance of RFCOMM. In the test example. two dif-

ferent and independent RFCOMM instances are available on top of the LZCAP

layer. In this case, the LZCAP protocol specific information (PSM) points to a

distinct identifier that distinguishes each of the RFCOMM instances. According

to the L2CAP specification, this identifier takes values in the range
0x1000-0xFFFF.
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irDA-like printer

( ( LZCAP, PSM=RFCOMM ], ( RFCOMM, CN=‘i ), ( Postscriptstream ) )

iP Network Printing

((L2CAP, PSM=RFCOMM ], ( RFCOMM, CN=2 }, ( PPP ), ( IP ), ( TCP ),

( IPP ))

Synchronization Protocol Descriptor Example

( ( LZCAP, PSM=0X‘i 001 ). ( RFCOMM, CN=1 ), ( Obex ). ( vCa| ) )

( ( L2CAP, PSM=0x1002 ), ( RFCOMM, CN=1 ), ( Obex ).

( othersynchronisationApp|ication ) )

5.1.6 BrowseGroupList Attribute

Attribute Name Attribute ID Attribute Value Type

BrowseGroupList UXOUU5 Data Element Sequence

Description:

The BrowseGroupList attribute consists of a data element sequence in which

each element is a UUID that represents a browse group to which the service

record belongs. The top-level browse group ID. called Pub|icBrowseRoot and

representing the root of the browsing hierarchy, has the value 00001002-0000-

1000-TOOT-0U805F9B34FB (UUlD16: 0x1002) from the Biuetooth Assigned
Numbers document.

5.1.7 LanguageBaseAttributelDList Attribute

Attribute Name Attribute ID Attribute Value Type

LanguageBase-AiiribuielDList Data Element Sequence

Description:

in order to support human-readable attributes for multiple natural languages in

a single service record, a base attribute ID is assigned for each of the natural

languages used in a service record. The human-readable universal attributes
are then defined with an attribute ID offset from each of these base values,
rather than with an absolute attribute ID.

The LanguageBaseAttribute|DList attribute is a list in which each member con-

tains a language identifier, a character encoding identifier, and a base attribute
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ID for each of the natural languages used in the service record. The Language-

BaseAttributeiDList attribute consists of a data element sequence in which

each element is a 16-bit unsigned integer. The elements are grouped as triplets

(threes).

Service Discovery Protocoi

The first element of each triplet contains an identifier representing the natural

language. The language is encoded according to ISO 63921988 (EFF): "Code

for the representation of names of languages".

The second element of each triplet contains an identifier that specifies a char-

acter encoding used for the language. Values for character encoding can be

found in |ANA's database2, and have the values that are referred to as MlBE-

num vaiues. The recommended character encoding is UTF-8.

The third element of each triplet contains an attribute ID that serves as the

base attribute ID for the natural language in the service record. Different ser-

vice records within a server may use different base attribute lD values for the

same language.

To facilitate the retrieval of human-readable universal attributes in a principal

language, the base attribute ID value for the primary language supported by a

service record must be Ox0100. Also, if a LanguageBaseAttributelDList
attribute is contained in a service record. the base attribute ID value contained

in its first element must be Ox0100.

5.1.8 ServiceInfoTimeToLive Attribute

Attribute Name Attribute ID Attribute Value Type

0x000? 32-bit unsigned integerService|nfoTi meToLive

Description:

The ServiceTimeToLive attribute is a 32-bit integer that contains the number of

seconds for which the information in a service record is expected to remain

valid and unchanged. This time interval is measured from the time that the

attribute value is retrieved from the SDP server. This value does not imply a

guarantee that the service record will remain available or unchanged. It is

simply a hint that a client may use to determine a suitable polling interval to re-
validate the service record contents.

2. See §‘.t€;:-::'»'ww\v.is:,ea::3:s.-'in- i'setezesv‘ia -'3tit51535355i{§tt't5i'tE3='i‘{SEf(?i\8 riacter--sets;
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5.1.9 ServiceAvaiiabiIity Attribute

Attribute Name Attribute ID Attribute Value Type

Servicefilvailability Dx0008 8-bit unsigned integer

Description:

The ServiceAvai|abi|ity attribute is an 8-bit unsigned integer that represents the

relative ability of the service to accept additional clients. A value of 0xFF indi-

cates that the service is not currently in use and is thus fully available, while a

value of 0x00 means that the service is not accepting new clients. For services

that support multiple simultaneous clients. intermediate values indicate the rel-

ative availability of the service on a linear scale.

For example. a service that can accept up to 3 clients should provide Service-

Availability values of 0xFF. 0xAA. 0x55. and 0x00 when 0, 1, 2, and 3 clients,

respectively, are utilising the service. The value 0xAA is approximately (213) *

OXFF and represents 2i3 availability, while the value 0x55 is approximately (1!

3)*OxFF and represents H3 availability. Note that the availability value may be

approximated as

( 1 - ( current_number_of_c|ients 2' maximum*number_of_c|ients ) J * OXFF

When the maximum number of clients is large, this formula must be modified to

ensure that Serviceflwailability values of 0x00 and 0xFF are reserved for their

defined meanings of unavailability and full availability, respectively.

Note that the maximum number of clients a service can support may vary

according to the resources utilised by the service's current clients.

A non-zero value for ServiceAvai|ability does not guarantee that the service will

be available for use. It should be treated as a hint or an approximation of avail-

ability status.

5.1.10 BluetoothProfileDescriptorList Attribute

Attribute Name Attribute lD Attribute Value Type

BIuetoothProfileDescriptorList Data Element Sequence

Description:

The BluetoothF’rofi|eDescriptorList attribute consists of a data element

sequence in which each element is a profile descriptor that contains informa-

iion about a Bluetooth profile to which the service represented by this service

record conforms. Each profile descriptor is a data element sequence whose
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first element is the UUID assigned to the profile and whose second element is

a 16-bit profile version number.

Service Discovery Protocol

Each version of a profile is assigned a 16-bit unsigned integer profile version

number, which consists of two 8-bit fields. The higher-order 8 bits contain the

major version number field and the lower-order 8 bits contain the minor version

number field. The initial version of each profile has a major version of 1 and a

minor version of 0. When upward compatible changes are made to the profile,

the minor version number will be incremented. If incompatible changes are

made to the profile. the major version number will be incremented.

5.1.11 DocumentationURL Attribute

Attribute Name Attribute ID Attribute Value Type

DocumentationURL UXUUUA URL

Description:

This attribute is a URL which points to documentation on the service described

by a service record.

5.1.12 CiientExecutabIeURL Attribute

Attribute ID Attribute Value Type

ClientExecutab|eURL 0x000B

Description:

Attribute Name

This attribute contains a URL that refers to the location of an application that

may be used to utilize the service described by the service record. Since differ-

ent operating environments require different executable formats, a mechanism

has been defined to allow this single attribute to be used to locate an execut-

able that is appropriate for the client devices operating environment. In the

attribute value URL, the first byte with the value 0x2A (ASCII character ‘*') is to

be replaced by the client application with a string representing the desired

operating environment before the URL is to be used.

The list of standardized strings representing operating environments is con-

tained in the Bluetooth Assigned Numbers document.

For example, assume that the value of the C|ientExecutab|eURL attribute is

http:ii'my.fakez'pub|ici*ic|ient.exe. On a device capable of executing SH3 Win-

dowsCE files, this URL would be changed to http:lfmy.fakei‘publicish3-

microsoft-winceiclientexe. On a device capable of executing Windows 98

binaries, this URL would be changed to http:i!my.fakei'pub|icl'i86-microsoft-
win98z'c|ient.exe.
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5.1.13 IconURL Attribute

Attribute Name Attribute lD Attribute Value Type

IconURL OXOOOC URL

Description:

This attribute contains a URL that refers to the location of an icon that may be

used to represent the service described by the service record. Since different

hardware devices require different icon formats, a mechanism has been

defined to allow this single attribute to be used to locate an icon that is appro-

priate for the client device. In the attribute value URL, the firsi byte with the

value 0x2A (ASCII character '*‘) is to be replaced by the client application with

a string representing the desired icon format before the URL is to be used.

The list of standardized strings representing icon formats is contained in the

Bluetooth Assigned Numbers document.

For example, assume that the value of the IconURL attribute is http:iimy.faker'

pub|iciicons.’*. On a device that prefers 24 x 24 icons with 256 colors, this URL

would be changed to http:iimy.faker'pub|ic!iconsr’24x24x8.png. On a device that

prefers 10 x 10 monochrome icons, this URL would be changed to httpzii

myfakeipubliciiconsif0x10x1.png.

5.1.14 ServiceName Attribute

Attribute Name Attribute ID Offset Attribute Value Type

ServiceName 0x0000 String

Description:

The ServiceName attribute is a string containing the name of the service repre-

sented by a service record. It should be brief and suitable for display with an

Icon representing the service. The offset OXOOOO must be added to the attribute

ID base (contained in the LanguageBaseAttribute|DList attribute) in order to

compute the attribute ID for this attribute.
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5.1.15 Service.-Description Attribute

Attribute ID OffsetAttribute Name Attribute Value Type

ServiceDescription UXUU01 String

Description:

This attribute is a string containing a brief description of the service. it should

be less than 200 characters in length. The offset 0x0001 must be added to the

attribute ID base (contained in the LanguageBaseAttributelDList attribute) in

order to compute the attribute ID for this attribute.

5.1.16 ProviderName Attribute

Attribute ID Offset Attribute Value TypeAttribute Name

Providerbiame

Description:

This attribute is a string containing the name of the person or organization pro-

viding the service. The offset 0x0002 must be added to the attribute ID base

(contained in the LanguageBaseAttributelDList attribute) in order to compute
the attribute ID for this attribute.

5.1.17 Reserved Universal Attribute IDs

Attribute IDs in the range of OXOOOD-0x01 FF are reserved.
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5.2 SERVICEDISCOVERYSERVER SERVICE CLASS

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS

This service class describes service records that contain attributes of service

discovery server itself. The attributes listed in this section are only valid if the
ServiceC|asslDList attribute contains the

ServiceDiscoveryServerServiceCtasslD. Note that all of the universal attributes

may be included in service records of the ServiceDiscoveryServer class.

5.2.1 ServiceRecordHand|e Attribute

Described in the universal attribute definition for ServiceRecordHand!e.

Value

A 32-bit integer with the value OXOOOOOOOOO.

5.2.2 ServiceC|ass|DList Attribute

Described in the universal attribute definition for ServiceC|asslDList.

Value

A UUID representing the ServiceDiscoveryServerServiceClass|D.

5.2.3 \i‘ersionNumberList Attribute

Attribute Name Attribute ID Attribute Value Type

VersionNumberList 0x0200 Data Element Sequence

Description:

The VersionNumberList is a data element sequence in which each element of

the sequence is a version number supported by the SDP server.

A version number is a 16-bit unsigned integer consisting of two fields. The

higher-order 8 bits contain the major version number field and the low-order 8
bits contain the minor version number field. The initial version of SDP has a

major version of 1 and a minor version of0. When upward compatible changes

are made to the protocol, the minor version number will be incremented. If

incompatible changes are made to SDP, the major version number will be

incremented. This guarantees that ifa client and a server support a common

major version number, they can communicate if each uses only features of the

specification with a minor version number that is supported by both client and
server.
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5.2.4 ServiceDatabaseState Attribute

Attribute Name Attribute ID Attribute Value Type

ServiceDatabaseState 0x0201 32-bit unsigned integer

Description:

The ServiceDatabaseState is a 32-bit integer that is used to facilitate caching

of service records. If this attribute exists, its value is guaranteed to change

when any of the other service records are added to or deleted from the server's

database. If this value has not changed since the last time a client queried its

value, the client knows that a) none of the other service records maintained by

the SDP server have been added or deleted; and b) any service record han-

dles acquired from the server are still valid. A client should query this

attributes value when a connection to the server is established, prior to using

any service record handles acquired during a previous connection.

Note that the ServiceDatabaseState attribute does not change when existing

service records are modified. including the addition, removal, or modification of
service attributes. A service record‘s ServiceRecordState attribute indicates

when that service record is modified.

5.2.5 Reserved Attribute IDs

Attribute IDs in the range of UXOZU2-0X02FF are reserved.
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5.3 BROWSEGROUPDESCRIPTOR SERVICE CLASS

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS

This service class describes the ServiceRecord provided for each Browse-

GroupDescriptor service offered on a Bluetooth device. The attributes listed in

this section are only valid if the ServiceC|ass|DList attribute contains the Brow-

seGroupDescriptorServiceCiasslD. Note that all of the universal attributes may

be included in service records of the BrowseGroupDescriptor class.

5.3.1 ServiceC|ass|DList Attribute

Described in the universal attribute definition for ServiceC|assIDList.

Value

A UUID representing the BrowseGroupDescriptorServiceCiass|D.

5.3.2 Group|D Attribute

Attribute Name Attribute ID Attribute Value Type

GrouplD Ux0200 UUID

Description:

This attribute contains a UUID that can be used to locate services that are

members of the browse group that this service record describes.

5.3.3 Reserved Attribute IDs

Attribute IDs in the range of 0x0201-0x02FF are reserved.
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APPENDIX A — BACKGROUND INFORMATION

A.1. Service Discovery

As computing continues to move to a network-centric model, finding and mak-

ing use of services that may be availabie in the network becomes increasingly

important. Services can include common ones such as printing, paging, FAX-

ing, and so on, as well as various kinds of information access such as telecon-

ferencing, network bridges and access points, ecommerce facilities, and so on

— most any kind of service that a server or service provider might offer. in

addition to the need for a standard way of discovering available services, there

are other considerations: getting access to the services (finding and obtaining

the protocols, access methods, “drivers" and other code necessary to utilize

the service), controlling access to the services, advertising the services, choos-

ing among competing services, billing for services, and so on. This problem is

widely recognized; many companies, standards bodies and consortia are

addressing it at various levels in various ways. Service Location Protoco!

(SLP), Jinim, and Salutationm, to name just a few, all address some aspect of
service discovery.

A.2. Bluetooth Service Discovery

Bluetooth Service Discovery Protocol (SDP) addresses service discovery spe-

cifically for the Bluetooth environment. It is optimized for the highly dynamic

nature of Bluetooth communications. SDP focuses primarily on discovering

services available from or through Bluetooth devices. SDP does not define

methods for accessing services; once services are discovered with SDP, they

can be accessed in various ways, depending upon the service. This might

include the use of other service discovery and access mechanisms such as

those mentioned above; SDP provides a means for other protocols to be used

along with SDP in those environments where this can be beneficial. While SDP

can coexist with other service discovery protocols, it does not require them. In

Bluetooth environments, services can be discovered using SDP and can be

accessed using other protocols defined by Bluetooth.
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APPENDIX B —- EXAMPLE SDP TRANSACTIONS

The following are simple examples of typical SDP transactions. These are

meant to be illustrative of SDP flows. The examples do not consider:

- Caching (in a caching system, the SDP client would make use of the

Sen/iceRecordState and ServiceDatabaseState attributes);

Service availability (if this is of interest, the SDP client should use the

ServiceAvai|abi|ity andlor ServiceTimeToLive attributes);

SDP versions (the VersionNumberl_ist attribute could be used to determine

compatible SDP versions);

SDP Error Responses (an SDP error response is possible for any SDP

request that is in error); and

Communication connection (the examples assume that an L2CAP

connection is established).

The examples are meant to be illustrative of the protocol. The format used is

Obj eCtNa.me [Obj ectSizeII1Byt-es] {SubObj ectDefiI1itio1'1e} , bUt this is HOT

meant to illustrate an interface. The objectsizelnaytes is the size of the object

in decimal. The SubObjec.tDefiI1itions (inside of {} characters) are compo-

nents of the immediately enclosing object. Hexadecimal values shown as

lower-case letters, such as for transaction IDs and service handles, are vari-

ables (the particular value is not important for the illustration, but each such

symbol always represents the same value). Comments are included in this
manner: /* comment text */.

B.1. SDP Example 1 — ServiceSearchRequest

The first example is that of an SDP client searching for a generic printing ser-

vice. The client does not specify a particular type of printing service. In the

example, the SDP server has two available printing services. The transaction
illustrates:

1. SDP client to SDP server: SDP_ServiceSearch Request, specifying the

PrinterServiceClasslD (represented as a DataE|ement with a 32-bit UUID

value of ppp. . .ppp) as the only element of the ServiceSearchPattern. The
PrinterServiceClasslD is assumed to be a 32-bit UUID and the data element

type for it is illustrated. The TransactionlD is illustrated as tttt.

. SDP server to SDP client: SDP_ServiceSearchResponse, returning handles

to two printing services, represented as qqqqqqqq for the first printing ser-

vice and rrrrrrrr for the second printing service. The Transaction ID is

the same value as supplied by the SDP client in the corresponding request

(Int).

/* Sent from SDP Client to SDP server */

SDP_Serv:'LceSea.r<:hRequest[15] {
PDUID[l] {
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OXO2

}
TransactionID[2] {

Uxtttt

}
ParameterLength[2] {

OXUUUR

Se-rviceSearchPatterr1[7] {
DataE1ementSequence[7] {

Ob001l0 Oblfll 0x05

UUID[5] {
/* PrinterServiceClassID */

0b000ll 0b0l0 Oxpppppppp

}
}

}
MaximumServiceRecordCount[2] {

UXUUDB

}
ContinuationState[l] {

/* no continuation state */
UXUU

}
}

/* Sent from SDP server to SDP client */

SDP_ServiceSearchResponse[16] {
Paul]: [1] {

0x03

}
TransactionID[2] {

Oxtttt

}
ParameterLength[2] {

DXUUUD

}
Tote:.lServi<:e-Recordcount I2] {

OXOOO2

}
Currentservice-Recordcount [2] {

UXUU02

}
ServiceRecordHandleListI8] {

/* print service 1 handle */
Uxqqqqqqqq

/* print service 2 handle */
Oxrrrrrrrr

}
ContinuationState[l] {

/* no continuation state */
0x00

}
}
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B.2. SDP Example 2 — ServiceAttributeTransaction

The second example continues the first example. In Example 1, the SDP client

obtained handles to two printing services. In Example 2, the client uses one of

those service handles to obtain the Protoco|DescriptorList attribute for that

printing service. The transaction illustrates:

1. SDP client to SDP server: SDP_ServiceAttributeRequest. presenting the

previously obtained service handle (the one denoted as qqqqqqqq) and

specifying the ProtocolDescriptorList attribute ID (Attribute|D UXOUU4) as the

only attribute requested (other attributes could be retrieved in the same

transaction if desired). The Transaction|D is illustrated as uuuu to distin-

guish it from the TransactionID of Example 1.

2. SDP server to SDP client: SDP_ServiceAttributeResponse, returning the

Protoco|DescriptorList for the specified printing service. This protocol stack

is assumed to be ( (LZCAP), (RFCOMM, 2), (PostScriptStream) ). The Proto-

colDescriptorList is a data element sequence in which each element is, in

turn, a data element sequence whose first element is a UUID representing

the protocol. and whose subsequent elements are protocol-specific parame-

ters. In this example, one such parameter is included for the RFCOMM pro-

tocol, an 8-bit value indicating RFCOMM server channel 2. The Transaction

ID is the same value as supplied by the SDP client in the corresponding

request (uuuu). The Attributes returned are illustrated as a data element

sequence where the protocol descriptors are 32-bit UU|Ds and the
RFCOMM server channel is a data element with an 8-bit value of 2.

/* Sent from SDP Client to SDP server */

SDP_ServiceAttributeRequest[17] {
PDUlD[l] {

0x04

}
TransactionID[2] {

Oxuuuu

}
ParameterLengthI2] {

UXODOC

}
ServiceRecordHandle[4] {

Dxqqqqqqqq

}
MaximumhttributeByteCount[2] {

OXDOSO

}
J-'sttributeIDList [5] {

DataElementSequence[5] {
DbO0llU Dblfll UXD3

Al:tribL1teID [3] {
0bO0G0l Obflfll OXOGO4
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Cont inuationstate [1] {
/* no continuation state */
OXOO

}
}

/* Sent from SDP server to SDP client */

SDP_ServiceAttributeResponse [36} {
PDUID [1] {

0x05

}
Transact ionID [2] {

Dxuuuu

}
ParameterLengthI2] {

OxOO21

}
AttributeLi5tByteCount[2] {

UXUUIE

}
AttributeList[30] {

DataE1ementSequence{30] {
Uboollo Ublfll UXIC

Attribute[28] {
AttributeID[3] {

0bUUOU1 Obool OXOUU4

}
AttributeValue[25] {

/* Protocolflescriptorbist */
DataElementSequence[25] {

0b00llD Oblfll OX1?

/* L2CAP protocol descriptor */
DataElementSequence{7} {

0bD0ll0 Oblfll 0X05

UUID[5] {
/* LZCAP Protocol UUID */
Ubflflflll 0b0lO <32—bit LZCAP UUID:

}
}
/* RFCOM protocol descriptor */
DataElementSequenoe[9} {

0b00ll0 Ublfll DXU7

UuID[5] {
/* RFCOMM Protocol UUID */
0b000l1 0b0l0 <32-bit RFCOM UUID>

}
/* parameter for server 2 */
Uint8[2] {

0b00001 Db000 0x02

}
}
/* PostsoriptStream protocol descriptor */
DataElementSequence{7I {

Ob00llO Oblfll OXO5

UUIDISJ {
/* Postscriptstrearn Protocol UUID */

Bluetonth.

01000011 013010 <32—bit Postscriptstream UUID>
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CoI‘Ll:inI.1atiCmState{l] {
/* no continuation state */
UXOO

}
}
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The third example is a form of service browsing, although it is not generic

browsing in that it does not make use of SDP browse groups. Instead, an SDP

client is searching for available Synchronization services that can be presented

to the user for selection. The SDP client does not specify a particular type of

synchronization service. In the example, the SDP server has three available

synchronization services: an address book synchronization service and a cat-

endar synchronization service (both from the same provider), and a second

calendar synchronization service from a different provider. The SDP client is

retrieving the same attributes for each of these services; namely, the data for-

mats supported for the synchronization service (vCard, vCa|, |Ca|, etc.) and

those attributes that are relevant for presenting information to the user about

the services. Also assume that the maximum size of a response is 400 bytes.

Since the result is larger than this, the SDP client will repeat the request sup-

plying a continuation state parameter to retrieve the remainder of the response.
The transaction illustrates:

1. SDP client to SDP server: SDP_ServiceSearchAttributeRequest, specifying

the generic SynchronisationServiceC|assID (represented as a data element

whose 32-bit UUID value is see. . .555) as the only element of the Service-

SearchPattern. The SynchronisationServiceClass|D is assumed to be a 32-

bit UUID. The requested attributes are the ServiceRecordHandle (attribute

ID 0x0000). ServiceC|ass|DList (attribute ID OXOOO1), |c0nURL (attribute ID

0x000C), Servicehiame (attribute ID 0x0100), ServiceDescription (attribute

ID 0x0101), and Providerhlame (attributelD 0x0102) attributes; as well as

the service-specific SupportedDataStores (Attribute|D 0x0301). Since the

first two attribute IDs (OXOOOO and OXUOO1) and three other attribute

lDs(0x0100, 0x0101, and 0x0102 are consecutive, they are specified as

attribute ranges. The TransactionlD is illustrated as vvvv to distinguish it

from the TransactionlDs of the other Examples.

Note that values in the service records primary language are requested for

the text attributes (ServiceName, ServiceDescription and ProviderName) so

that absolute attribute IDs may be used, rather than adding offsets to a base

obtained from the LanguageBaseAttributeIDList attribute.

. SDP server to SDP client: SDPr_ServiceSearchAttributeResponse. returning

the specified attributes for each of the three synchronization services. In the

example, each ServiceC|asslDList is assumed to contain a single element,

the generic Synchronisati0nServiceC|aSs|D (a 32-bit UUID represented as

sss...sss). Each of the other attributes contain illustrative data in the exam-

ple (the strings have illustrative text; the icon URLs are illustrative, for each

of the respective three synchronization services; and the SupportedDataS-

tore attribute is represented as an unsigned 8-bit integer where 0x01 =

vCard2.1, 0x02 = vCard3.0, 0x03 = vCal1.0 and 0x04 = iCa|). Note that one

of the service records (the third for which data is returned) has no Service-

Description attribute. The attributes are returned as a data element

sequence, where each element is in turn a data element sequence repre-
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senting a list of attributes. Within each attribute list, the ServiceC|ass|DList is

a data element sequence while the remaining attributes are single data ele-

ments. The Transaction ID is the same value as supplied by the SDP client

in the corresponding request (mtismtis). Since the entire result cannot be

returned in a single response. a non-null continuation state is returned in this

first response.

Note that the total length of the initial data element sequence (48? in the

example) is indicated in the first response, even though only a portion of this

data element sequence (368 bytes in the example, as indicated in the

AttributeLists byte count) is returned in the first response. The remainder of

this data element sequence is returned in the second response (without an

additional data element header).

. SDP client to SDP server: SDP_ServiceSearchAttributeRequest, with the

same parameters as in step 1. except that the continuation state received

from the server in step 2 is included as a request parameter. The Transac-

tionlD is changed to comcoo) to distinguish it from previous request.

. SDP server to SDP client: SDP_ServiceSearchAttributeResponse. with the

remainder of the result computed in step 2 above. Since all of the remaining

result fits in this second response, a null continuation state is included.

/* Part 1 —— Sent from SDP Client to SDP server */

SdpSDP_ServiceSearchAttributeRequest[33] {
PDUID[l] {

0x06

}
TransactionID[2] {

Uxvvvv

}
ParameI:erLength{2] {

0XDUlE

}
ServiceSearchPa.ttern['}'] -[

Da.l:a.ElernentSeqL1ence['?] {
UbO0llU Oblfll UXD5

UUID{5] {
/* Synchronisa.tioI1ServiceClas5ID */
01300011 Dbolfl Oxssssssss

}
}

}
Maximumhttributeflytecount[2] {

OXOIQCII

}
AttributeIDLisr.[18] {

De.te.Eleme1'1tSequence[18] {
01300110 013101 0x10

Att:ribuI:eIDRange[5J {
01300001 DbDl‘J D3r:OD'3{}{]DO1

}
At:tributeID[3] {

Db00DOl Dbflfll DXDODC
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}
AttributeIDRange[5] {

UbUUOUl UbUl0 0x01000102

}
AttributeID[3] {

0b00001 0b001 Ox0301

} }
}
Cont inuat ionstate [1] {

/* no continuation state */
OXOO

}
}

/* Part 2 -- Sent from SDP server to SDP client */

SdpSDP_ServiceSearchAttributeResponse[384] {
PDUID[1] {

OX0?

}
TransactionID[2] {

Oxvvvv

}
Para.meterLe-ngth [2] {

OXOITB

}
AttributeListByteCountI2} {

Dx0l”!D

}
AttributeLists[36s] {

DataE1ementSequence[487] {
0bD0110 Obllfl OXUIE4

DataElementSequence[l?3] {
0b00llO Oblfll OXBO

Attributela] {
AttributeID[3] {

obooool obool oxoooo

}
At:tributeVa.1ue[5] {

/* service record handle */
ObOO00l Obolfl Oxhhhhhhhh

}
}
Attribute[1o] {

AttributeID[3] {
0b0000l 0b00l OXOOO1

}
Attributevalue ['1'] {

DataElementSequence[7} {
0bD0ll0 Oblfll 0x05

uuxmsl {
/* SynchronisationServiceClassID */
Db000ll 0b0lO Dxssssssss

}
}

}
}
Attribute[35] {
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AttributeID[3J {
obooool 0bOO1 oxoooc

}
Attributeva1ue[32] {

/* IconUR.L; '*’ replaced by client application */
0bO1000 013101 0xlE

"http://Synchronisation/icons/*"
}

}
Attribute[22] {

AttributeID[3] {
DbODO0l 0bDD1 nxo1oo

}
AttributeVa1ue[l9] {

/* service name */
0bOO100 Oblfll Oxll

"Address Book Sync"

}
}
Attribute[S9] {

AttributeID[3] {
0bODO0l 0b0O1 0x0101

}
AttributeVa1ue[56] {

/* service description */
01300100 013101 DX36

"synchronisation Service for"
" vcard Address Book Entries"

} }
Attribute[37] {

AttributeID[3] {
0bOOO0l 0bOD1 GXOIO2

}
Attributeva1ue[34] {

/* service provider */
01300100 013101 0x20

"synchronisation Specialists Inc."

}
}
Attribute[5] {

AttributeID[3J {
DbOO00l DbOO1 Dx0301

}
AttributeValue[2] {

/* Supported Data Store 'phoneboc>k' */
01300001 013000 DXD1

}
}

}
DataElementSequence[l7S] {

Ub00l1U Ublfll 0}-CAD

Attribute[8] {
AttributeID[3} {

obooool 0bOO1 oxoooo

}
Attributeva1ue[5] {
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/* service record handle */
0b0O00l Obolfl Uxmmmmmmmm

}
}
Attribute[l0] {

AttributeID[3] {
ObO000l Ob00l 0xOOOl

AttributeValue[?] {
DataElementSequenoeI7] {

0b00ll0 Oblfll 0x05

UUIDIS] {
/* Synchronisationserviceclasslfl */
0b000ll 0b0lO Oxssssssss

}
}

}
}
Attribute[35] {

AttributeID[3] {
ObO000l ObODl OXOOOC

}
Attributeva1ue[32] {

/* IconURL; '*' replaced by client application */
Ob01000 Oblfll 0x1E

"http : //Synchronisat ion/icc>ns/ * "

}
}
Attribute[21] {

AttributeID[3] {
ObOOD0l Ob001 0x0l00

}
AttributeValue[lS] {

/* service name */
Uboolflo Ublfll 0X10

"Appointment Sync"

}
}
Attribute [57] {

AttributeID[3] {
obooooi obooi Oxolol

}
AttributeVa1ue[54] {

/* service description */
0b00100 Oblfll 0x34

"synchronisation Service for"
" vcal Appointment Entries"

}
}
Attribute[3?] {

AttributeID[3] {
Ob0OD0l ObODl 0xO102

}
AttributeValue[34] {

/* service provider */
Ub0OlDD Ublfll 0X20

"synchronisation Specialists Inc."
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}
}
Attribute[5] {

AttributeID[3] {
0b00001 0b001 0x0301

}
AttributeValue[2] {

/* Supported Data Store ‘calendar’ */
01300001 013000 0x03

}
}

}
/* } Data element sequence of attribute lists */
/* is not completed in this PDU. */

ContinuationState[9] {
/* 3 bytes of continuation state */
0x08 Oxzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz

}
}

/* Part 3 -- Sent from SDP Client to SDP server *2’

SdpSDP_ServiceSearc:hAttributeRequest[41] {
PDUID[1] {

0x06

}
Transact ionID [ 21 {

Oxwwww

}
ParameterLength[2] {

OXUU24

}
ServiceSearchPattern[7] {

DataElementSequence[?] {
UbU0ll0 Oblfll 0x05

UUID[5] {
/* SynchronisationServiceClassID */
01000011 013010 Oxssssssss

}
}

}
MaximumAttributeByteCount[2] {

DXUISU

}
AttributelDList[18] {
DataEilementSeqL1ence[18] {

01300110 0b101 0x10

AttributeIDRange[5] {
0b00001 Obfllfl UXUUUUOOCI

}

AttributeID[3] {
Ub000Ul 0b001 UXUOOC

}
AttributeIDRange[5] {

Ob000Ol 0b0lU 0x01000102

}
AttributeID[3] {
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0b0D001 0bD0l 0xD301

}
}

}
Cont inuationstate £9] {

/* same 8 bytes of continuation state */
/* received in part 2 */
0x08 Dxzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz

}
}

Part 4 —— Sent from SDP server to SDP client

SdpSDP_ServiceSearchAttributeRe5ponse[115] {
PDUID[1] {

OX0?

}
TransactionID[2] {

Uxwwww

}
ParameterLength[2] {

UXUUGE

}
AttributeLietEyteCount[2] {

OXOOGB

}
AtI:ributeLists[l0'?] {

/* Continuing the data element sequence of */
/* attribute lists begun in Part 2. */

DataE1ementSequence[l07] {
Db00ll0 Dblfll 0X69

Attribute[8] {
AttributeID[3] {

0b0UD0l 0bO0l OXOUUO

}
AttributeValue{5] {

/* service record handle */
Ub0UD0l 0bUl0 Oxffffffff

}
}
Attribute[l0] {

AttributeID[3] {
UbUUODl UbU0l 0XUUUl

}
AttributeValue[7] {

DataE1ementSequence[?] {
Ob0DllU 0b101 OXD5

UUID{5] {
/* SynchronisationServiceClaesID */
0b00Oll 0b01O Oxssssssss

}
}

}
}
Attribute[35] {

I-.ttributeID[3] {
01300001 019001 0x00DC
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}
AttributeVa1ue[32] {

/* IconURL; '*' replaced by Client application */
'DbU1U'DD 013101 02-(IE

"http : //DevManufacturer/ icons / * "

}
}
Attributeilsl {

AttributeID[3] {
01300001 013001 0310100

}
AttributeValua[l5] {

/* service name */
01000100 0b10l OXOD

"Calendar Sync"
}

}
Attribute[29] {

AttributeID[3] {
0bOOO01 ubool 0xO102

}
AttributeVa1ue[26] {

/* service provider */
0bO0l00 013101 0X13
"Device Manufacturer Inc."

}
}
Rttribute[5] {

AttributeID[3] {
0bOOO0l DbOO1 0xU3U1

}
AttributeVa1ue[2] {

/* Supported Data Store ‘calendar’ */
01300001 013000 0X03

}
}

}
/* This completes the data. element sequence */
/* of attribute lists begun in Part 2.

}
ContinuationState[1] {

/* no continuation state */
DXUU

}
}
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1 INTRODUCTION

The RFCOMM protocol provides emulation of serial ports over the L2CAP pro-

tocol. The protocol is based on the ETSI standard TS 07.10. This document

does not contain a complete specification. Instead, references are made to the

relevant parts of the TS 07.10 standard. Only a subset of the TS 07.10 stan-

dard is used, and some adaptations of the protocol are specified in this docu-
ment.

1.1 OVERVIEW

RFCOMM is a simple transport protocol, with additional provisions for emulat-

ing the 9 circuits of RS-232 (EIATIA-232-E) serial ports.

The RFCOMM protocol supports up to 60 simultaneous connections between

two BT devices. The number of connections that can be used simultaneously in

a BT device is implementation-specific.

1.2 DEVICE TYPES

For the purposes of RFCOMM, a complete communication path involves two

applications running on different devices (the communication endpoints) with a

communication segment between them. .;:i§U3"i:;" 1.1 shows the complete com-

munication path. (In this context, the term appiication may mean other things

than end-user application; e.g. higher layer protocols or other services acting

on behalf of end-user applications.)

Communication Application
Segment

Device A Device B

Figure 1.1: RFCOMM Communication Segment

RFCOMM is intended to cover applications that make use of the serial ports of

the devices in which they reside. in the simple configuration, the communica-

tion segment is a BT link from one device to another (direct connect), see

iiigure 1.2. Where the communication segment is another network, ET is used

for the path between the device and a network connection device like a

modem. RFCOMM is only concerned with the connection between the devices
in the direct connect case, or between the device and a modem in the network

case. RFCOMM can support other configurations, such as modules that com-

municate via BT on one side and provide a wired interface on the other side, as

shown in iiigure 1.3. These devices are not really modems but offer a similar

service. They are therefore not explicitly discussed here.
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Basically two device types exist that RFCOMM must accommodate. Type 1

devices are communication end points such as computers and printers.

Type 2 devices are those that are part of the communication segment; e.g.

modems. Though RFCOMM does not make a distinction between these two

device types in the protocol, accommodating both types of devices impacts the

RFCOMM protocol.

Figure 1.2.’ RFCOMM Direct Connect

Figure 1.3: RFCOMM used with legacy COMM device

The information transferred between two RFCOMM entities has been defined

to support both type 1 and type 2 devices. Some information is only needed by

type 2 devices while other information is intended to be used by both. in the

protocol, no distinction is made between type 1 and type 2. It is therefore up to

the RFCOMM implementers to determine if the information passed in the

RFCOMM protocol is of use to the implementation. Since the device is not

aware of the type of the other device in the communication path, each must

pass on all available information specified by the protocol.

1.3 BYTE ORDERING

This document uses the same byte ordering as the TS 07.10 specification; i.e.

all binary numbers are in Least Significant Bit to Most Significant Bit order,

reading from left to right.
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2 RFCOMM SERVICE OVERVIEW

RFCOMM emulates RS-232 (EIATIA-232-E) serial ports. The emulation
includes transfer of the state of the non-data circuits. RFCOMM has a built-in

scheme for null modern emulation.

in the event that a baud rate is set for a particular port through the RFCOMM

service interface, that will not affect the actual data throughput in RFCOMM;

i.e. RFCOMM does not incur artificial rate limitation or pacing. However, if

either device is a type 2 device (relays data onto other media), or if data pacing
is done above the RFCOMM service interface in either or both ends, actual

throughput will, on an average, reflect the baud rate setting.

RFCOMM supports emulation of multiple serial ports between two devices and

also emulation of serial ports between multiple devices, see Sectim‘: 0:":

page 5393.

2.1 RS-232 CONTROL SIGNALS

RFCOMM emulates the 9 circuits of an RS«232 interface. The circuits are listed

below.

Signal Common

Transmit Data (TD)

Received Date {RD}

Request to Send (RTS)

Clear to Send (CTS)

Data Set Ready {DSR)

Data Terminal Ready (DTR)

Data Carrier Detect (CD)

Ring lnd1'cator{R|}

Table 2.1: Emulated RS-232 circuits in RFCOMM

2.2 NULL MODEM EMULATION

RFCOMM is based on T3 07.10. When it comes to transfer of the states of the

non-data circuits. TS 07.10 does not distinguish between DTE and DCE

devices. The RS-232 control signals are sent as a number of DTEIDCE inde-

pendent signals, see Tania 2.2.

RFCOMM Service Overview 29 November 1999
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TS 07.10 Signals Corresponding RS-232 Control Signals

DSR, DTR

RTS. CTS

RI

Table 2.2: TS 07.10 Serial Port Control Signals

The way in which TS 07.10 transfers the RS-232 control signals creates an

implicit null modem when two devices of the same kind are connected together.

§“é§;urs-3 2.? shows the null modem that is created when two DTE are connected

via RFCOMM. No single null-modem cable wiring scheme works in all cases;

however the null modem scheme provided in RFCOMM should work in most
cases.

l\Jt\J03--.JO\lJ1l-Ii‘-UJl\Jl-'
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
2
2 ['00

Figure 2.1.’ RFCOMM DTE—DTE Null Modem Emulallon
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2.3 MULTIPLE EMULATED SERIAL PORTS

2.3.1 Multiple Emulated Serial Ports between two Devices

Two BT devices using RFCOMM in their communication may open multiple

emulated serial ports. RFCOMM supports up to 60 open emulated ports;

however the number of ports that can be used in a device is implementation-

specific.

A Data Link Connection Identifier (DLCI) {E} identifies an ongoing connection

between a client and a server application. The DLCI is represented by 6 bits,

but its usable value range is 2...61; in T8 07.10, DLCI 0 is the dedicated con-

trol channel, DLCI 1 is unusable due to the concept of Server Channels, and

DLCI 62-63 is reserved. The DLCI is unique within one RFCOMNI session

between two devices. (This is explained further in Seciicr: 2.3.2) To account for

the fact that both client and server applications may reside on both sides of an

RFCOMM session, with clients on either side making connections independent

of each other, the DLCI value space is divided between the two communicating

devices using the concept of RFCOMM server channels. This is further
described in SSectE(:~r‘: .

Emulated serial ports Emulated serial ports

Figure 2.2: Multiple Emuleted Serial Ports.

2.3.2 Multiple Emulated Serial Ports and Multiple BT Devices

if a BT device supports multiple emutated serial ports and the connections are

allowed to have endpoints in different BT devices, then the RFCOMM entity

must be able to run multiple TS 07.10 multiplexer sessions, see Figere 2.3.

Note that each multiplexer session is using its own LZCAP channel ID (CID).

The ability to run multiple sessions of the TS 07.10 multiplexer is optional for
RFCOMM.
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Figure 2.3: Emulatfng serial ports coming from two ET devices.
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3 SERVICE INTERFACE DESCRIPTION

RFCOMM is intended to define a protocol that can be used to emulate serial

ports. In most systems, RFCOMM will be part of a port driver which includes a

serial port emulation entity.

3.1 SERVICE DEFINITION MODEL

The figure below shows a model of how RFCOMM fits into a typical system.

This figure represents the RFCOMM reference modei.

Application

------------------------------ - Port Interface

Raadiwrite Control (e_gl VCOMM}

Port Emulation Entity |
General control parameters

Data (TXRX) Port parameter settings RFCOMM
""""""""""""""" ' Service Interface

RFCOMM

Basebana‘

Figure 3. 1: RFCOMM reference model

The elements of the RFCOMM reference model are described below.

Element Description

Application

Port Emulation

Entity

RFCOMM

Service Registra-
tion! Discovery

L2CAP

Baseband

Applications that utilize a serial port communication interface

The port emulation entity maps a system-specific communication
interface (API) to the RFCOMM services. The port emulation entity
plus RFCOMM make up a port driver

Provides a transparent data stream and control channel over an
L2CAP channel. Multiplexes multipie emulated serial ports

Server applications register here on local device. and it provides ser-
vices for client applications to discover how to reach sewer applica-
tions on other devices

Protocol multiplexing, SAR

Baseband protocols defined by BT
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4 TS 07.10 SUBSET SUPPORTED BY RFCOMM

4.1 OPTIONS AND MODES

RFCOMM uses the basic option of TS 07.10.

4.2 FRAME TYPES

“Fabio 4.‘: shows the TS 7.10 frame types that are supported in RFCOMM.

Frame Types

Set Asynchronous Balanced Mode (SABM} command

Unnumbered Acknowledgement (UA) response

Disconnected Mode {DM} response

Disconnect (DISC) command

Unnumbered information with header check (Ul!-I} command and response

Table 4.1: Supported frame types in RFCOMM

The ’Unnumbered information (UI) command and response’ are not supported

by RFCOMM. Since the error recovery mode option of the TS 07.10 protocol is

not used in RFCOMM none of the associated frame types are supported.

4.3 COMMANDS

TS 07.10 defines a multiplexer that has a dedicated control channel, DLCI 0.

The control channel is used to convey information between two multiplexers.

The foilowing commands in T5 07.10 are supported by RFCOMM:

Supported Control Channel Commands

Test Command (Test)

Flow Control On Command (Fcon)

Flow Control Off Command (Fooff)

Modem Status Command (MSG)

Remote Port Negotiation Command (RPM)

Remote Line Status (RLS}

DLC parameter negotiation (PN)

Non Supported Command Response {NSC}

Whenever a non-supported command type is received a ‘Non-Supported Com-

mand Response (NSC)‘ should be sent.

29 November 1999 TS 07.10 Subset Supported by RFCOMM
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4.4 CONVERGENCE LAYERS

RFCOMM only supports the type 1 convergence layer in T8 07.10.

The Modern Status Command (MSG) shall be used to convey the RS-232

control signals and the break signal for all emulated serial ports.

TS 0110 Subset Supported by RFCOMM 29 November 1999
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5 TS 07.10 ADAPTATIONS FOR RFCOMM

5.1 MEDIA ADAPTATION

The opening flag and the closing flags in the 07.10 basic option frame are not

used in RFCOMM, instead it is only the fields contained between the flags that

are exchanged between the L2CAP layer and RFCOMM layer. see Figure 5.1.

Length
Address Control Indicator

1 octet 1 octet

I nforrnation

1 or 2 octets Unspecified length
but integral number
of octets

Figure 5. 1: Frame Structure for Basic option. Note that the opening and closing flags from the
07.10 Basic option are excluded in RFCOMM.

5.1.1 FCS calculation

In 07.10, the frame check sequence (FCS) is calculated on different sets of

fields for different frame types. These are the fields that the FCS are calculated
OHS

For SABM, DISC, UA. DM frames: on Address, Control and length field.

For UIH frames: on Address and Control field.

(This is stated here for clarification, and to set the standard for RFCOMM; the

fields included in FCS calculation have actually changed in version 7.0.0 of TS

07.10. but RFCOMM will not change the FCS calculation scheme from the one

above.)
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5.2 TS 07.10 MULTIPLEXER START-UP AND CLOSEDOWN

PROCEDURE

The start-up and closedown procedures as specified in section 5.7 in T8 07.10

are not supported. This means that the AT-command AT+CMUX is not sup-

ported by RFCOM M, neither is the multiplexer close down (CLD) command.

At any time, there must be at most one RFCOMM session between any pair of

devices. When establishing a new DLC, the initiating entity must check if there

already exists an RFCOMM session with the remote device, and if so, establish

the new DLC on that. A session is identified by the Bluetooth BD_ADDR of the

two endpointsi.

5.2.1 Start-up procedure

The device opening up the first emulated serial port connection between two

devices is responsible forfirst establishing the multiplexer control channel. This

involves the following steps:

- Establish an L2CAP channel to the peer RFCOMM entity, using L2CAP ser-

vice primitives, see Liéfimit “Ser"».-‘i<:c-2 iitréit-titiiJas” on page

Start the RFCOMM multiplexer by sending SABM command on DLCI 0, and

await UA response from peer entity. (Further optional negotiation steps are

possible.)

After these steps, DLCs for user data traffic can be established.

5.2.2 Close-down procedure

The device closing the last connection (DLC) on a particular session is respon-

sible for closing the multiplexer by closing the corresponding L2CAP channel.

Closing the multiplexer by first sending a DISC command frame on DLCI 0 is

optional, but it is mandatory to respond correctly to a DISC (with UA response).

5.2.3 Link loss handling

if an L2CAP link loss notification is received, the local RFCOMM entity is

responsible for sending a connection loss notification to the port emulation!

proxy entity for each active DLC. Then all resources associated with the
RFCOMM session should be freed.

The appropriate action to take in the port emulationiproxy entity depends on

the AP! on top. For example, for an emulated serial port (VCOM M), it would be

suitable to drop CD, DSR and CTS signals (assuming device is a DTE).

1. This implies that, when responding to an LZCAP connection indication, the RFCOMM entity
should save and associate the new RFCOMM session with the remote BD_ADDR. This is,
at least, necessary if subsequent establishment of a DLC in the opposite direction is possi-
ble {which may depend on device capabilities).
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5.3 SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Table contains all the applicable system parameters for the RFCOMM

implementation of the TS 07.10 multiplexer.

svstemvaramerer Q
Maximum Frame Size (N1) Default: 12? (negotiable range 23 — 3276?)

Acknowledgement Timer (T1) 60 seconds

Response Timer for Multiplexer 60 seconds
Control Channel (T2)

Table 5.1: System parameter values

Note: The timer T1 is the timeout for frames sent with the PJF-bit set to one

(this applies only to SABM and DISC frames in RFCOM M). T2 is the timeout
for commands sent in UIH frames on DLCI 0.

Since RFCOMM relies on lower layers to provide reliable transmission, the

default action performed on timeouts is to close down the multiplexer session.

The only exception to this is when trying to set up a new DLC on an existing

session; i.e. waiting for the UA response for a SABM command. In this case,

the initiating side may defer the timeout by an unspecified amount of time if it

has knowledge that the delay is due to user interaction (e.g. authentication pro-

cedure in progress). Whenlif the connection attempt is eventually considered to

have timed out, the initiating side must send a DISC command frame on the

same DLCI as the original SABM command frame, in order to notify the other

party that the connection attempt is aborted. (After that the initiating side will,

as usual, expect a UA response for the DISC command.)

5.4 DLCI ALLOCATION WITH RFCOMM SERVER CHANNELS

To account for the fact that both client and server applications may reside on

both sides of an RFCOMM session, with clients on either side making connec-

tions independent of each other, the DLCI value space is divided between the

two communicating devices using the concept of RFCOMM server channels
and a direction bit.

The RFCOMM server channel number is a subset of the bits in the DLCI part of
the address field in the TS 07.10 frame.

@nn

B
Table 5.2: The format of the Address Field
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Server applications registering with an RFCOMM service interface are assigned a

Server Channel number in the range 1 .. .30. [0 and 31 should not be used since

the corresponding DLCIs are reserved in T8 07.10] It is this value that should be

registered in the Service Discovery Data base, see Section 7.2.

For an RFCOMM session, the initiating device is given the direction bit D=1

(and conversely, D=O in the other device). When establishing a new data link

connection on an existing RFCOMM session. the direction bit is used in con-

junction with the Server Channel to determine the DLCI to use to connect to a

specific application. This DLCI is thereafter used for all packets in both direc-

tions between the endpoints.

in effect, this partitions the DLCI value space such that server applications on

the non-initiating device are reachable on DLCIS 2,4,6,...,60; and server appli-

cations on the initiating device are reachable on DLC|s 3,5,7,...,61. (Note that

for a device that supports multiple simultaneous RFCOMM sessions to two or

more devices, the direction bit might not be the same on all sessions.)

An RFCOMM entity making a new DLC on an existing session forms the DLCI

by combining the Server Channel for the application on the other device, and
the inverse of its own direction bit for the session.

DLCI 1 and 62-63 are reserved and never used in RFCOMM.

5.5 MULTIPLEXER CONTROL COMMANDS

Note that in T8 07.10, some Multiplexer Control commands pertaining to spe-

Cific DLCIS may be exchanged on the control channel (DLCI 0) before the cor-

responding DLC has been established. (This refers the PN and RPN

commands.) All such states associated with an individual DLC must be reset to

their default values upon receiving a DISC command frame, or when closing

the DLC from the local side. This is to ensure that all DLC (re-)estabIishments

on the same session will have predictable results, irrespective of the session

history.

5.5.1 Remote Port Negotiation Command (RPN)

The RPN command can be used before a new DLC is opened and should be

used whenever the port settings change.

The RPN command is specified as optional in T8 07.10, but it is mandatory to

recognize and respond to it in RFCOMM. (Although the handling of individual

settings are implementation-dependent.)
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5.5.2 Remote Line Status Command (RLS)

This command is used for indication of remote port line status.

The RLS command is specified as optional in T8 07.10, but it is mandatory to

recognize and respond to it in RFCOMM. (Although the handling of individual

settings are implementation-dependent.)

5.5.3 DLC parameter negotiation (PN)

The PN command is specified as optional in T8 07.10, but it is mandatory to

recognize and respond to it in RFCOMM. This command can be used before a

new DLC is opened.

There are some parameters in the PN command which convey information not

applicable to RFCOMM. These fields must therefore be set to predetermined

values by the sender, and they must be ignored by the receiver. This concern

the following fields (see table 3 in ref. (3:3):

- I1-I4 must be set to 0. (Meaning: use UIH frames.)

- CL1—Cl_4 must be set to 0. (Meaning: use convergence layer type 1.)

- T1 -T8 must be set to 0. (Meaning: acknowledgment timer T1, which is not

negotiable in RFCOMM.)

NA1—NA8 must be set to 0. (Meaning: number of retransmissions N2; always

0 for RFCOMM)

K1-K3 must be set to 0. (Meaning: defines the window size for error

recovery mode, which is not used for RFCOMM.)

If a command is received with invalid (or for some reason unacceptable) values

in any field. a DLC parameter negotiation response must be issued with values

that are acceptable to the responding device.
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6 FLOW CONTROL

Wired ports commonly use flow control such as RTSJCTS to control communi-

cations. On the other hand, the flow control between RFCOMM and the lower

layer LZCAP depends on the service interface supported by the implementa-
tion. In addition RFCOMM has its own flow Control mechanisms. This section

describes the different flow control mechanisms.

6.1 LZCAP FLOW CONTROL IN OVERVIEW

LZCAP relies on the flow control mechanism provided by the Link Manager

layer in the baseband. The flow control mechanism between the LZCAP and

RFCOMM layers is implementation-specific.

6.2 WIRED SERIAL PORT FLOW CONTROL

Wired Serial ports falls into two camps — software flow control using characters

such as XONIXOFF, and flow control using RTSICTS or DTRIDSR circuits.

These methods may be used by both sides of a wired link, or may be used only
in one direction.

6.3 RFCOMM FLOW CONTROL

The RFCOMM protocol provides two flow control mechanisms:

1. The RFCOMM protocol contains flow control commands that operate on the

aggregate data flow between two RFCOMM entities; i.e. all DLCIs are
affected. The control channel commands, FCon and FCoff. are defined in

section 5.4.6.3 in ref 51}.

. The lvlodem Status command as defined in section 5.4.6.3 in ref {1} is the

flow control mechanism that operates on individual DLCI.

6.4 PORT EMULATION ENTITY SERIAL FLOW CONTROL

On Type 1 devices some port drivers (Port Emulation Entities plus RFCOMM)

will need to provide flow control services as specified by the API they are emu-

lating. An application may request a particular flow control mechanism like

XONJXOFF or RTSICTS and expect the port driver to handle the flow control.

On type 2 devices the port driver may need to perform flow control on the non-

RFCOMM part of the communication path; i.e. the physical RS-232 port. This

flow control is specified via the control parameters sent by the peer RFCOMM

entity (usually a type 1 device). The description of flow control in this section is

for port drivers on type 1 devices.

Since RFCOMM already has its own flow control mechanism, the port driver

does not need to perform flow control using the methods requested by the

application. In the ideal case, the application sets a flow control mechanism

Flow Control 29 November 1999
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and assumes that the COMM system will handle the details. The port driver

could then simply ignore the request and rely on RFCOMM's flow control. The

application is able to send and receive data, and does not know or care that the

port driver did not perform flow control using the mechanism requested. How-

ever, in the real world some problems arise.

RFCOMM with T3 07.10

- The RFCOMM-based port driver is running on top of a packet-based proto-

col where data may be buffered somewhere in the communication path.

Thus. the port driver cannot perform flow control with the same precision as
in the wired case.

The application may decide to apply the flow control mechanism itself in

addition to requesting flow control from the port driver.

These problems suggest that the port driver must do some additional work to

perform flow control emulation properly. Here are the basic rules for fiow con-
trol emulation.

- The port driver will not solely rely on the mechanism requested by the appli-
cation but use a combination of flow control mechanisms.

The port driver must be aware of the flow control mechanisms requested by

the application and behave like the wired case when it sees changes on the

non-data circuits (hardware flow control) or flow controi characters in the

incoming data (software flow control). For example, if XOFF and XON char-

acters would have been stripped in the wired case they must be stripped by

the RFCOMM based port driver.

If the application sets a flow control mechanism via the port driver interface

and then proceeds to invoke the mechanism on its own, the port driver must

behave in a manner similar to that of the wired case (e.g. If XOFF and XON

characters would have been passed through to the wire in the wired case

the port driver must also pass these characters).

These basic rules are applied to emulate each of the wired flow control

schemes. Note that multiple types of flow control can be set at the same time.

Section 5.4.8 in ref {1} defines each flow control mechanism.
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7 INTERACTION WITH OTHER ENTITIES

7.1 PORT EMULATION AND PORT PROXY ENTITIES

This section defines how the RFCOMM protocol should be used to emulate

serial ports. Figpere Y 1 shows the two device types that the RFCOMM protocol

supports.

| DCE 03.9. a modem]

I Ca ble RS -232Legacy Application

Port Emulation Entity Port Proxy Entity

I

9
Type 1 Device Type 2 Device

Figure 7.1: The RFCOMM communication modei

Type 1 devices are communication endpoints such as computers and printers.

Type 2 devices are part of a communication segment; e.g. modems.

7.1.1 Port Emulation Entity

The port emulation entity maps a system specific communication interface

(APIJ to the RFCOMM services.

7.1.2 Port Proxy Entity

The port proxy entity relays data from RFCOMM to an external RS-232 inter-

face linked to a DCE. The communications parameters of the RS-232 interface,.

are set according to received RPN commands. see Section 3.5.1.

7.2 SERVICE REGISTRATION AND DISCOVERY

Registration of individual applications or services, along with the information

needed to reach those (i.e. the RFCOMM Server Channel) is the responsibility

of each application respectively (or possibly a Bluetooth configuration applica-

tion acting on behalf of legacy applications not directly aware of Bluetooth).

Below is a templateiexample for developing service records for a given service

or profile using RFCOM M. it illustrates the inciusion of the ServiceC|assList

with a single service class, a Protoco|Descriptor List with two protocols
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(although there may be more protocols on top of RFCOMM). The example

shows the use of one other universal attribute (ServiceName). For each ser~

vice running on top of RFCOMM, appropriate SDP-defined universal attributes

andior service-specific attributes will apply. For additional information on Ser-

vice Records, see the SDP Specification, rfsecticr. 2.2 on page 31313..

The attributes that a client application needs (at a minimum) to connect to a

service on top of RFCOMM are the ServiceC|ass|DList and the Protoco|De-

scriptorList (corresponding to the shaded rows in the table below).

ServiceC|ass|DList

Serviceclassfl UU|D!32-bit

ProtocolDescriptorList

UU|Di32-bit L2CAP

lNote1

Protocolo L2CAP

ProtocoI1 RFCOMM UU|Di'32-bit RFCOMM

itNote 1

Protoco|SpecificParameterU Server Uint8 N = server
Channel channet #-

UU|D!32-bit Note1

[other protocol-specific parame- Note3 Note3 Note3
ters}

[other protocols}

ServiceName Displayable DataElernentz‘ ‘Example
text name String service’

{other universal attributes as Note4 Note4 Note4
appropriate for this service}

[service-specific attributes] Note3 Note3 Note3

Notes:

. Defined in “ES!=..=etr;oth Assiggiteci i\iorni'iers“ on 18053.

. For national language support for all 'disp|ayab|e' text string attributes. an

offset has to be added to the LanguageBaseAttributelDList value for the

selected language (see the SDP Specification, Eiectior: 5.3 .14 as 3;EE:"3

for details).

. To be defined (where necessary) for the specific service.

. For a specific service some of the SDP-defined universal attributes may

apply. See the SDP Specification, Section 5535 on page

. This indicates the class of service. It can be a single entry or a list of service

classes ranging from generic to most specific.
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7.3 LOWER LAYER DEPENDENCIES

7.3.1 Reliability

RFCOMM uses the services of LZCAP to establish LZCAP channels to

RFCOMM entities on other devices. An L2CAP channel is used for the

RFCOMMITS 07.10 multiplexer session. On such a channel, the TS 07.10

frames listed in Section. 4.2 are sent, with the adaptation defined in
Sectian 31.

Some frame types (SABM and DISC) as wet] as UIH frames with multiplexer

control commands sent on DLCI 0 always require a response from the remote

entity, so they are acknowledged on the RFCOMM level (but not retransmitted

in the absence of acknowledgment, see Sectieri 5.3). Data frames do not

require any response in the RFCOMM protocol, and are thus unacknowledged.

Therefore, RFCOMM must require L2CAP to provide channels with maximum

reliability, to ensure that all frames are delivered in order, and without dupli-

cates. Should an LZCAP channel fail to provide this, RFCOIVIM expects a link

loss notification, which should be handled by RFCOMM as described in
Eéscttcri

7.3.2 Low power modes

if all L2CAP channels towards a certain device are idle for a certain amount of

time, a decision may be made to put that device in a low power mode (i.e. use

hold, sniff or park, see ‘ifiaseband Especifacation‘ $ecti»:3n %{”:.“t{.‘:.3: on page ‘iI»3.’-3).

This will be done without any interference from RFCOMM. RFCOMM can state

its latency requirements to L2CAP.This information may be used by lower lay-

ers to decide which low power mode(s) to use.

The RFCOMM protocol as such does not suffer from latency delays incurred by

low power modes, and consequentially, this specification does not state any

maximum latency requirement on RFCOMM‘s behalf. Latency sensitivity inher-

ently depends on application requirements, which suggests that an RFCOMM

service interface implementation could include a way for applications to state

latency requirements, to be aggregated and conveyed to L2CAP by the

RFCOMM implementation. (That is if such procedures make sense for a partic-

ular platform.)
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9 TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

The following terms are used throughout the document.

RFCOMM initiator

RFCOMM Client

RFCOMM Server

RFCOMM Server
Channel

Data Terminal Equipment — in serial communications, DTE refers to a
device at the endpoint of the communications path; typicaliy a com-
puter or terminal

Data Circuit-Terminating Equipment — in serial communications, DCE
refers to a device between the communication endpoints whose sole
task is to facilitate the communications process; typically a modem

The device initiating the RFCOMM session; i.e.setting up RFCOMM
channel on LZCAP and starting RFCOMM multiplexing with the SABM
command frame on DLCI 0 (zero)

An RFCOMM client is an application that requests a connection to
another application (RFCOMM server)

An RFCOMM server is an application that awaits a connection from an
RFCOMM client on another device. What happens after such a con-
nection is established is not within the scope of this definition

This is a subfield of the TS 07.10 DLCI number. This abstraction is

used to allow both server and client applications to reside on both sides
of an RFCOMM session
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1 INTRODUCTION

The goal of this document is to enable the development of application pro-

grams that function weii over both short-range RF and IR media. Each media

type has its advantages and disadvantages but the goat is for applications to

work over both. Rather than fragment the application domain, this document

defines the intersection point where Bluetooth and |rDA applications may con-

verge. That intersection point is IrOBEX it

IrOBEX is a session protocol defined by lrDA. This protocol is now also utitized

by the Bluetooth technology, making it possibte for applications to use either

the Biuetooth radio technology or the |rDA IR technology. However, even

though both |rDA and Bluetooth are designed for short-range wireless commu-

nications, they have some fundamental difierences reiating to the lower-layer

protocots. IrOBEX will therefore be mapped over the lower layer protocols

which are adopted by Bluetooth.

This document defines how IrOBEX (OBEX for short) is mapped over

RFCOMM {2} and TCPIIP {3}. Originally, OBEX (Object Exchange Protocol)

was developed to exchange data objects over an infrared link and was placed

within the lrDA protocol hierarchy. However, it can appear above other trans-

port layers, now RFCOMM and TCPIIP. At this moment, it is worth mentioning

that the OBEX over TCPIIP implementation is an optionai feature for Bluetooth

devices supporting the OBEX protocol.

The IrOBEX specification {'2} provides a model for representing objects and a

session protocol, which structures the dialogue between two devices. The

IrOBEX protocol follows a clientiserver request-response paradigm for the
conversation format.

Bluetooth uses only the connection-oriented OBEX even though IrDA has

specified the connectionless OBEX also. The reasons for the connection-

oriented approach are:

- OBEX is mapped over the connection-oriented protocols in the Bluetooth
architecture.

Most of application profiles using OBEX and Bluetooth needs a connection-

oriented OBEX to provide the functionality described for the features

included in these profiles.

- The connectionless OBEX with the connection-oriented one would raise the

interoperability problems, which are not desirable.

29 November 1999 introduction
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1.1 OBEX AND BLUETOOTH ARCHITECTURE

Figure 1.1 depicts part of the hierarchy of the Bluetooth architecture and shows

the placement of the OBEX protocol and the application profiles using it (See

also Eéectécra 5 on page 4:253). The protocols can also communicate with the ser-

vice discovery DB even though the figure does not show it.

FSCOVBFY

Figure 1.1: Part of Biuetoorh Protocol Hierarchy

in the Bluetooth system, the purpose of the OBEX protocol is to enable the

exchange of data objects. The typical example could be an object push of busi-

ness cards to someone else. A more complex example is synchronizing calen-

dars on multiple devices using OBEX. Also, the File Transfer applications can

be implemented using OBEX. For the Object Push and Synchronization appli-

cations, content formats can be the vCard [41, vcalendar E5}, vMessage E65},

and vNotes {{5} formats. The vCard, vCa|endar. vlvlessage, and vNotes

describe the formats for the electronic business card, the electronic calendar-

ing and scheduling, the electronic message and mails. and the electronic

notes, respectively.

1.2 BLUETOOTH OBEX-RELATED SPECIFICATIONS

Bluetooth Specification includes five separate specifications related to OBEX

and applications using it:

1. Bluetooth IrDA Interoperability Specification (This specification)

Defines how the applications can function over both Bluetooth and IrDA

Specifies how OBEX is mapped over RFCOMM and TCP

Defines the application profiles using OBEX over Bluetooth

Introduction 29 November 1999
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2. Bluetooth Generic Object Exchange Profile Specification E'?j

- Generic interoperability specification for the application profiles using OBEX

- Defines the interoperability requirements of the lower protocoi layers (e.g.

Baseband and LMP) for the application profiles

. Bluetooth Synchronization Profile Specification {8}

Application Profile for the Synchronization applications

Defines the interoperability requirements for the applications within the Syn-

chronization application profile

Does £191 define the requirements for the Baseband, LMP, LZCAP, or
RFCOMM.

. Bluetooth File Transfer Profile Specification {9}

Application Profile for the File Transfer applications

Defines the interoperability requirements for the applications within the File

Transfer application profile.

Does Lt define the requirements for the Baseband. LMP, L2CAP, or
RFCOMM.

. Bluetooth Object Push Profile Specification {mi

Application Profile for the Object Push applications

Defines the interoperability requirements for the applications within the

Object Push application profile.

Does m)_t define the requirements for the Baseband, LMP, LZCAP, or
RFCOM M.

1.3 OTHER IROBEX IMPLEMENTATIONS

Over IR, OBEX has also been implemented over |rCOMM and Tiny TP. The

Bluetooth technology does not define these protocols as transport protocols for

OBEX, but they can be supported by independent software vendors if desired.

29 November 1999 introduction
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2 OBEX OBJECT AND PROTOCOL

This section is dedicated to the model of OBEX objects and the OBEX session

protocol. The section is intended to be read with the lrOBEX specification it}.

2.1 OBJECT

The OBEX object model (Section 2 in {'i}) describes how OBEX objects are

presented. The OBEX protocol can transfer an object by using the Put- and

Get-operations (See Section 2.2.3 and 2.2.4). One object can be exchanged in

one or more Put-requests or Get-responses.

The model handles both information about the object (e.g. type) and object

itself. It is composed of headers, which consist ofa header ID and value (See

Section 2.1 in iii). The header ID describes what the header contains and how

it is formatted, and the header value consists of one or more bytes in the format

and meaning specified by Header ID. The specified headers are Count, Name,

Type, Length, Time, Description, Target, HTTP, Body, End of Body, Who,

Connection ID, Application Parameters, Authenticate Challenge, Authen-

ticate Response, Object Class, and User-Defined Headers. These are

explained in detail by Section 2.2 in the lrOBEX specification.

2.2 SESSION PROTOCOL

The OBEX operations are formed by response-request pairs. Requests are

issued by the client and responses by the server. After sending a request, the

client waits for a response from the server before issuing a new request. Each

request packet consists of a one-byte opcode (See Section 3.3 in iii), a two-

byte length indicator, and required or optional data depending on the operation.

Each response packet consists of a one-byte response code (See Section

3.2.1 in iii), a two—byte length indicator, and required or optional data depend-

ing on the operation.

In the following subsections, the OBEX operations are explained in general.

OBEX Object and Protocol 29 November 1999
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2.2.1 Connect Operation

An OBEX session is started, when an application asks the first time to transmit

an OBEX object. An OBEX client starts the establishment of an OBEX connec-

tion. The session is started by sending a Connect-request (See Section 3.3.1

in iii). The request format is:

Bytes 1 and 2 Byte 3 Byte 4 Bytes 5 and 6 Byte 7 to n

Connect OBEX version Flags Maximum Optional
request packet number OBEX packet headers
length length

Note. The Big Endian format is used to define the byte ordering for the PDUs

(requests and responses) in this specification as well as in the lrOBEX specifi-

cation; i.e. the most significant byte (MSB) is always on left and the least

significant byte (LSB) on right.

At the remote host, the Connect-request is received by the OBEX server, if it

exists. The server accepts the connection by sending the successful response

to the client. Sending any other response (i.e. a non-successful response) back

to the client indicates a failure to make a connection. The response format is:

Byte 0 Bytes 1 and 2 Byte 3 Byte 4 Bytes 5 and 6 Byte 7 to n

Response Connect OBEX version Flags Maximum Optional
code response number OBEX packet headers

packet length length

The response codes are list in the Section 3.2.1 in the |rOBEX specification.

The bytes 5 and 6 define the maximum OBEX packet length, which can be

received by the server. This value may differ from the length. which can be

received by the client. These Connect-request and response packets must

each fit in a single packet.

Once a connection is established it remains ‘alive’, and is only disconnected by

requestsiresponses or by failures (i.e. the connection is not automatically dis-

connected after each OBEX object has completely transmitted).

29 November 1999 OBEX Object and Protocol
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2.2.2 Disconnect Operation

The disconnection of an OBEX session occurs when an application, which is

needed for an OBEX connection, is closed or the application wants to change

the host to which the requests are issued. The client issues the Disconnect-

request (See Section 3.3.2 in iii) to the server. The request format is:

Bytes 1 and 2 Byte 3

Packet length Optional headers

The request cannot be refused by the server. Thus, it has to send the

response, and the response format is:

Bytes 1 and 2 Byte 3

Response packet Optional response
length headers

2.2.3 Put Operation

When the connection has been established between the client and server the

client is able to push OBEX objects to the server. The Put-request is used to

push an OBEX object (See Section 3.3.3 in iii). The request has the following
format.

Bytes 1 and 2 Byte 3

0x02 [0x82 when Packet length Sequence of
Final bit set) headers

A Put-request consists of one or more request packets. depending on how

large the transferred object is, and how large the packet size is. A response

packet from the server is required for every Put-request packet. Thus, one

response is not permitted for several request packets, although they consist of

one OBEX object. The response format is:

Bytes 1 and 2 Byte 3

Response code Response packet Optional response
length headers

OBEX Object and Protocol 29 November 1999
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2.2.4 Get Operation

When the connection has been established between the client and server, the

client is also able to pull OBEX objects from the server. The Get-request is

used to pull an OBEX object (See Section 3.3.4 in £13). The request has the fol-

lowing format.

Byte O Bytes 1 and 2 Byte 3

0x03 (0x83 when Packet length
Fina! bit set)

Sequence of
headers starting
with Name

The object is returned as a sequence of headers, and the client has to send a

request packet for every response packet. The response format is:

was
Response code Response packet Optional response

length headers

2.2.5 Other Operations

Other OBEX operations consist of a SetPath~, and an Abort-operation. These

are carefully explained in the Sections 3.3.5-6 in the IrOBEX specification. It is

important to note that the client can send an Abort-request after each

response — even in the middle of a request/response sequence. Thus, the

whole OBEX object does n_ot have to be received before sending an Abort-

request. In addition to these operations, the |rOBEX specification facilitates

user-defined operations, but their use may not necessarily be adopted in Blue-
tooth.
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3 OBEX OVER RFCOMM

This section specifies how OBEX is mapped over RFCOM M, which is the mul-

tiplexing and transport protocol based on ETSI TS 07.10 {H} and which also

provides a support for serial cable emulation. The Bluetooth devices supporting

the OBEX protocol must satisfy the following requirements.

1. The device supporting OBEX must be able to function as either a client,
a server, or both

. All servers running simultaneously on a device must use separate
RFCOMM server channels

. Applications (servicefserver) using OBEX must be able to register the

proper information into the service discovery database. This information for

different application profiles is specified in the profile specifications

3.1 OBEX SERVER START-UP ON RFCOMM

When a client sends a connecting request, a server is assumed to be ready to

receive requests. However, before the server is ready to receive (i.e. is run-

ning) certain prerequisites must be fulfilled before the server can enter the lis-

tening mode:

1. The server must open an RFCOMM server channel

2. The server must register its capabilities into the service discovery database

After this, other hosts are able to find the server if needed, and the server

listens for get requests from clients.

3.2 RECEIVING OBEX PACKETS FROM SERIAL PORT

As discussed earlier, one object can be exchanged over one or more Put-

requests or Get-responses (i.e. the object is received in one or several pack-

ets). However, if OBEX is running directly over the serial port, it does not

receive packets from RFCOMM. Instead, a byte stream is received by OBEX

from a serial port emuiated by RFCOMM.

To detect packets in the byte stream, OBEX has to look for opcodes or

response codes (See Chapter‘ depending on whether a packet is a request

or a response. The opcodes and response code can be thought of as the start

flags of packets. In OBEX packets, there is no ‘end flag‘ that would indicate the

end of a packet. However, after the opcode or response code, the length of a

packet is received in the next two bytes. Thus, the whole length of a packet is

known, and the boundary of two packets can be determined.

OBEX over RFCOMM 29 November 1999
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All data that is not recognized must be dumped. This could cause a synchroni-

zation problem but, considering the nature of the OBEX protocol, this is not a

problem over RFCOMM. which provides reliable transport over Bluetooth.
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3.3 CONNECTION ESTABLISHMENT

A client initiates the establishment of a connection. However, the following

sequence of tasks must occur before the client is able to send the first request
for data:

1. By using the SD protocol described in the SDP specification 2}, the client

must discover the proper information (e.g. RFCOMM channel) associated
with the server on which the connection can be estabiished

. The client uses the discovered RFCOMM channel to establish the

RFCOMM connection

. The client sends the Connect-request to the server, to establish an OBEX

session. The session is established correctly if the client receives a success-

ful response from the server

3.4 DISCONNECTION

The disconnection of an OBEX session over RFCOMM is straightfonivard. The

disconnection is done by using the Disconnect-request (See Eée:_:t.icn 2.2.2).

When the client has received the response, the next operation is to close the

RFCOMM channel assigned to the OBEX client.

3.5 PUSHING AND PULLING OBEX PACKETS OVER RFCOMM

Data is pushed in OBEX packets over RFCOMM by using Put-requests (See

Section 2.2.3). After each request, a response is required before the next

request with the data can be pushed.

Pulling data from a remote host happens by sending a Get-request (See Eise-

tion 2.2.¢i. The data arrives in OBEX response packets. After each response, a

new request has to be sent, to pull more data.

29 November 1999 OBEX over RFCOMM
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4 OBEX OVER TCPIIP

This section specifies how OBEX is mapped over the TCPIIP creating reliable

connection-oriented services for OBEX. This specification does Lt define how

TCPIIP is mapped over Bluetooth.

The Bluetooth devices, which support the OBEX protocol over TCPIIP, must

satisfy the following requirements:

1. The device supporting OBEX must be abie to function as either a client, or a
server, or both

. For the server, the TCP port number 650 is assigned by IANA. If an

assigned number is not desirable, the port number can be a value above

1023. However, the use of the TCP port number (650) defined by IANA is

highly recommended. The O-1023 range is reserved by IANA (See [133

. The client must use a port number (on the client side), which is not within the

0-1023 range

. Applications (servicefserver) using OBEX must be able to register the

proper information into the service discovery database. This information for

different application profiles is specified in the profile specifications

4.1 OBEX SERVER START-UP ON TCPIIP

When a client sends 21 Put- or Get-request, a server is assumed to be ready to

receive requests. However, when the server is ready (i.e. is running), certain

prerequisites must be fulfilled before the server can enter the listening mode:

1. The server must initialize a TCP port with the value 650 or value above 1023

2. The server registers its capabilities into the service discovery database

After this, other devices are able to find the server if needed, and the server

listens for get requests from clients.

4.2 CONNECTION ESTABLISHMENT

A client initiates a connection. However, the foilowing sequence of tasks must
occur before a connection can be established:

1. By using, the SD protocol described in the SDP specification {$2}, the client

discovers the proper information (e.g. TCP port number) associated with the
server, to enable the connection can be established

. The client initializes a socket associated to a TCP port number above 1023,
and establishes a TCP connection with the host of the server

. The client sends the Connect-request to the server, to establish an OBEX

session. The session is established correctly if the client receives a success-

ful response from the server.

OBEX over TCF'lIF' 29 November 1999
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4.3 DISCONNECTION

The disconnection of an OBEX session over TCP is straightforward. The dis-

connection is done by using the Disconnect-request (See Eéectieri

When the client has received the response, the next operation is to close the

TCP port dedicated for this session.

4.4 PUSHING AND PULLING OBEX PACKETS OVER TCP

See Setéiera 3.5.
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5 BLUETOOTH APPLICATION PROFILES USING

OBEX

Bluetooth SIG (Special Interest Group) has defined three separate application

profiles using OBEX. These profiles are briefly introduced in this section.

5.1 SYNCHRONIZATION

Basically, the synchronization means comparing two object stores. determining

their inequalities, and then unifying these two object stores. The Bluetooth

devices supporting the synchronization may be desktop PCs, notebooks,

PDAs, cellular phones, or smart phones.

The Bluetooth Synchronization profile uses the sewers and clients compliant to

the |rMC synchronization specified by lrDA (See Section 5 in ifiji).

The Bluetooth Synchronization servers and clients must support the level 4

synchronization functionality specified in the IrivlC specification.

The actual logic of the synchronization engines which process the synchroniza-

tion algorithm at the client device is implementation-specific. it is therefore left

to the participating software vendors, and is not considered in the Bluetooth

specifications.

The synchronization is not limited to one type of application. The Bluetooth

synchronization (i.e. the |rMC synchronization) enables four different applica-
tion classes:

1. Phone Book — provides a means for a user to manage contact records

2. Calendar — enables a user to manage calendar items. and can also be used
for ‘to-do’ or task lists

3. Messaging — lets a user manage messages (e.g. emails)

4. Notes — provides a means for a user to manage small notes

The interoperability requirements for the Bluetooth Synchronization profile are

defined in the Synchronization Profile and Generic Object Exchange Profile

{7} specifications.

5.2 FILE TRANSFER

At the minimum. the File Transfer profile is intended for sending and retrieving

generic files to and from the Bluetooth device. The File Transfer service also

facilitates the browsing of the remote Bluetooth devices folder.

The interoperability requirements for the Bluetooth File Transfer profile are

defined in the File Transfer Profile {"3 and Generic Object Exchange Profile ii}

specifications.

Bluetooth Application Profiles using OBEX 29 November 1999
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5.3 OBJECT PUSH

The Object Push profile is the special case of the File Transfer Profile for

beaming objects and optionally pulling the default objects. At a minimum, it

offers the capability to exchange business cards, but is not limited to this ser-
vice.

The interoperability requirements for the Object Push profile are defined in the

Object Push Profile {'39} and Generic Object Exchange Profile {"1"} specifica-
tions.
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7 LIST OF ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

Abbreviation or Acronym

GEOP Generic Object Exchange Profile

lrDA Infrared Data Association

|rMC Ir Mobile Communications

L2CAP Logicai Link Control and Adaptation Protocol

LSB Least Significant Byte

MSB Most Significant Byte

OBEX Object exchange protocol

PDU Protocol Data Unit

RFCOMM Serial cable emulation protocol based on ETSI TS 07.10

SD Service Discovery

Service Discovery Protocol

Service Discovery Database

Transport Control Protocolilnternet Protocol
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1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION

1.1 OVERVIEW

The Bluetooth Telephony Control protocol Specification Binary (TCS Binary) is

based on the ITU-T Recommendation Q.93‘l{1j. applying the symmetrical pro-

visions as stated in Annex D of (2.931. The resulting text does not discriminate

between user and network side. but merely between Outgoing Side (the party

originating the call) and Incoming Side (the party terminating the call). Effort

was made to only apply those changes necessary for Bluetooth and foreseen

applications, enabling re-use of (1.931 to the largest extent possible.

Figure 1.1: TCS within the Bluetooth stack

The TCS contains the following functionality:

- Call Control (CC) -— signalling for the establishment and release of speech
and data calls between Bluetooth devices

Group Management — signalling to ease the handling ofgroups of Bluetooth
devices

ConnectionLess TCS (CL) — provisions to exchange signalling information

not related to an ongoing call

1.2 OPERATi0N BETWEEN DEVICES

TCS uses point-to-point signalling and may use point-to-multipoint signalling.

Point-to-point signalling is used when it is known to which side (Bluetooth

device) a call needs to be established (single-point configuration).

Point-to-multipoint signalling may be used when there are more sides available

for call establishment (muiti-point configuration); e.g. when. for an incoming

call, a home base station needs to alert all phones in range.

General Description 29 November ‘i999
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Point-to-point signalling is mapped towards a connection-oriented LZCAP

channel, whereas point-to-multipoint signalling is mapped towards the connec~

tionless LZCAP channel, which in turn is sent as broadcast information on the

beacon channel (piconet broadcast).

Figure 1.2 illustrates point-to-point signalling to establish a voice or data call in

a single-point configuration. First the other device is notified of the call request

using the point-to-point signalling channel (A). Next, this signalling channel is

used to further establish the speech or data channel (B).

deb
Speech or data Point—to—point

channel signalling channel

Figure 1.2: Point-to-point signalling in a single-point configuration

Figure 1.3 below illustrates how point-to-multipoint signalling and point-to-point

signalling is used to establish a voice or data call in a multi-point configuration.

First all devices are notified of the call request using point-to-rnultipoint signal-

ling channel (A). Next, one of the devices answers the call on the point-to-point

signalling channel (B); this signalling channel is used to further establish the

speech or data channel (C).

T}
Point-to-m ultipoint
signalling channel

Speech or data _ Point-to-point
channel signalling channel

Figure 1.3: Signalling in a rnulti-point configuration

436 29 November 1999 General Description
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1.3 OPERATION BETWEEN LAYERS

TCS implementations should follow the general architecture described below

(note that, for simplicity, handling ofdata calls is not drawn).

Telephony Application

Synchronisation
Control

Protocol

Discrimination

' TCS Binary

i BaseBand

Figure 1.4: TCS Architecture

The internal structure of TCS Binary contains the functional entities Call Con-

trol, Group Management and ConnectionLess as described in Section ‘M on

435, complemented with the Protocol Discrimination which, based upon

the TCS internal protocol discriminator, routes traffic to the appropriate func-

tional entity.

General Descriplion 29 November 1999
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To handle more calls simultaneously, multiple instances of TCS Binary may

exist at the same time. Discrimination between the multiple instances can be
based on the LZCAP channel identifier.

Telephony Control Protocol Specifics tron

TCS Binary interfaces with a number of other (Bluetooth) entities to provide its

(telephone) services to the application. The interfaces are identified in Figure

1.4 above. and information is exchanged across these interfaces for the follow-

ing purposes:

A The Call Control entity provides information to the speech synchronization

control about when to connect (disconnect) the speech paths. This informa-

tion is based upon the call control messages (e.g. reception of CONNECT

ACKNOWLEDGE or DISCONNECT, see Section 2 on page 439‘-)

To send a SETUP message (see ifiecttscn 3.12.’? on page 438%) using point-to-

multipoint signalling, it is delivered on this interface to L2CAP for transmis-

sion on the connectionless channel. The other way round — LZCAP uses this

interface to inform TCS of a SETUP message received on the connection-

less channel. The connectionless L2CAP channel maps onto the piconet
broadcast

Whenever a TCS message needs to be sent using point-to-point signalling.
it is delivered on this interface to LZCAP for transmission on a connection-

oriented channel. During LZCAP channel establishment specific quality of

service to be used for the connection will be indicated, in particular the

usage of low power modes (LZCAP will inform LMP about this — interface F)

The Call Control entity controls the LMP directly, for the purpose of estab-

lishing and releasing SCO links

& G. The Group Management entity controls the LMP and LCz'Baseband

directly during initialization procedures to control (for example) the inquiry,

paging and pairing.
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2 CALL CONTROL (CC)

2.1 CALL STATES

The call states used by the TCS are those identified in Q.931l’i_§, for the user

side only. To allow for implementation within computing power- and memory-

restricted devices. only a subset of the states is mandatory for TCS based

implementations. This mandatory subset is termed Lean TCS.

The states are named as follows. States in boid are mandatory states, part of
Lean TCS:

General States

Nuii (0)

Active (10)

Disconnect request (11)

Disconnect indication (12)

Reiease request (19)

Outgoing Side States

Caii initiated (1')

Overiap sending (2)

Outgoing caii proceeding (3)

Cail deiivered (4)

Incoming Side States

Caii present (6)

Cali received (7)

Connect request (3)

incoming caii proceeding (9)

Overiap receiving (25)

These states, together with the state transitions, have been indicated in the

state diagram contained in Appendix 1 — TCS Call States. For clarity, a sepa-

rate state diagram has been included for Lean TCS.

2.2 CALL ESTABLISHMENT

A connection-oriented LZCAP channel between the Outgoing and Incoming

Side shall be available before any of the CC procedures can operate.

Additionally, in a multi-point configuration (see Section 1.2 on 435), a

connectionless L2CAP channel shall be available between the Outgoing and

Incoming Side.

2.2.1 Call Request

The Outgoing Side initiates call establishment by sending a SETUP message,

and starting timer T303.

Call Control (CC) 29 November 1999
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In case of a single-point configuration (see Section ti»: on page 435), the

SETUP message is delivered on the connection-oriented channel.

Telephony Control Protoco! Specifics tion

In case of a muiti-point configuration (see Section ‘i .23 on page #35), the

SETUP message may be delivered on the connection-less channel. This

causes the SETUP message to be transmitted as a broadcast message at

every beacon instant (as described in Sasecan-:21 Specification Section

on page ‘i‘E§':).

If no response (as prescribed in Section 2.2.4 on page an) is received from

the Incoming Side before timer T303 expires, the Outgoing Side shall:

1. If the SETUP message was delivered on a connection-less channel, return

to the Null state. This stops the transmission of the SETUP message.

2. If the SETUP message was delivered on a connection-oriented channel.

send a RELEASE COMPLETE message to the Incoming Side. This mes-

sage should contain cause # 102, recovery on timer expiry.

The SETUP message shall always contain the call class. It shall also contain

all the information required by the Incoming Side to process the call. The num-

ber digits within the Called party number information element may optionally be

incomplete. thus requiring the use of overlap sending (Section 2.2.3 an page

Ii-‘it ). The SETUP message may optionally contain the Sending complete infor-

mation element in order to indicate that the number is complete.

Following the transmission of the SETUP message. the Outgoing Side shall

enter the Call initiated state. On receipt of the SETUP message the Incoming

Side shall enter the Call present state.

2.2.2 Bearer selection

The SETUP message sent during the Call Request may contain the Bearer

capability information element, to indicate the requested bearer. The Incoming

Side may negotiate on the requested bearer by including a Bearer capability

information element in the first message in response to the SETUP message.

The Bearer capability information element indicates which lower layer

resources (the bearer channel) are used during a call. If bearer capability

‘Synchronous Connection-Oriented (SCO)' is indicated, an SCO link will be

used, with the indicated packet type and voice coding to enable speech calls. If

bearer capability ‘Asynchronous Connection-Less (ACL)' is indicated, an ACL

link will be used. On top of this, there will be an L2CAP channel with indicated

QoS requirements, to enable data calls. If bearer capability ‘None’ is indicated.

no separate bearer channel will be established.

Note.‘ it is the responsibility of the implementation to assure that the bearer

capabiiity as indicated is avaiiabie to the cali.
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2.2.3 Overlap Sending

If the received SETUP message does not contain a Sending complete indica-
tion information element, and contains either —

a) incomplete called-number information, or

b) called-number information which the Incoming Side cannot

determine to be complete,

then the Incoming Side shall start timer T302, send a SETUP ACKNOWL-

EDGE message to the Outgoing Side. and enter the Overlap receiving state.

When the SETUP ACKNOWLEDGE message is received, the Outgoing Side

shall enter the Overlap sending state, stop timer T303, and start timer T304.

After receiving the SETUP ACKNOWLEDGE message, the Outgoing Side

shall send the remainder of the call information (if any) in the called party num-

ber information element of one or more INFORMATION messages.

The Outgoing Side shafl restart timer T304 when each INFORMATION mes-

sage is sent.

The INFORMATION message, which completes the information sending, may

contain a sending complete information element. The Incoming Side shall re-

start timer T302 on receipt of every INFORMATION message not containing a

sending complete indication, if it cannot determine that the called party number

is complete.

At the expiry of timer T304, the Outgoing Side shall initiate call clearing in

accordance with Section 2.3.1 with cause #102. recovery on timer expiry.

At the expiry of timer T302, the Incoming Side shali:

- if it determines that the call information is incomplete, initiate call clearing in

accordance with Section 2.3.1 with cause #28, invaiid number format

othenzvise the Incoming Side shall reply with a CALL PROCEEDING.

ALERTING or CONNECT message.

2.2.4 Call Proceeding

2.2.4.1 Gail proceeding, enbloc sending

If enbloc sending is used (i.e. the Incoming Side can determine it has received

sufficient information in the SETUP message from the Outgoing Side to estab-

Iish the call) the Incoming Side shall send a CALL PROCEEDING message to

the Outgoing Side to acknowledge the SETUP message and to indicate that

the call is being processed. Upon receipt of the CALL PROCEEDING mes-

sage, the Outgoing Side shall enter the Outgoing Call proceeding state stop

Call Control (CC) 29 November ‘I999
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timer T303 and start timer T310. After sending the CALL PROCEEDING mes-

sage, the Incoming Side shall enter the Incoming Call proceeding state.

Teiephony Control Protocoi Specifics tion

2.2.4.2 Cari groceeding, overiap sending

Following the occurrence of one of these conditions —

- the receipt by the Incoming Side of a Sending complete indication, or

- analysis by the Incoming Side that all call information necessary to effect call
establishment has been received,

the Incoming Side shall send a CALL PROCEEDING message to the Outgoing

Side, stop timer T302, and enter the Incoming Call proceeding state.

When the Outgoing Side receives of the CALL PROCEEDING message it shail

enter the Outgoing Call proceeding state, stop timer T304 and, if applicable,
start timer T310.

2.2.4.3 Expiry of timer T310

On expiry of T310 (i.e. if the Outgoing Side does not receive an ALERTING,

CONNECT, DISCONNECT or PROGRESS message), the Outgoing Side shall

initiate call clearing in accordance with Section or at-tit‘. with cause

#102, recovery on timer expiry.

2.2.5 Call Confirmation

Upon receiving an indication that user alerting has been initiated at the called

address, the Incoming Side shall send an ALERTING message, and shall enter
the Call received state.

When the Outgoing Side receives the ALERTING message, the Outgoing Side

may begin an internally generated alerting indication and shall enter the Call

delivered state. The Outgoing Side shall stop timer T304 (in case of overlap

receiving), stop timer T303 or T310 (if running), and Start timer T301 (unless

another internal altering supervision timer function exists).

On expiry of T301, the Outgoing Side shall initiate call clearing in accordance

with Section 2.3.1 on page 446 with cause #102, recovery on timer expiry.

2.2.6 Call Connection

An Incoming Side indicates acceptance of an incoming call by sending a

CONNECT message to the Outgoing Side, and stopping the user alerting.

Upon sending the CONNECT message the Incoming Side shall start timer
T313.

29 November 1999 Call Control (CC)
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On receipt of the CONNECT message, the Outgoing Side shall stop any inter-

nally generated alerting indications, shall stop (if running) timers T301, T303,

T304, and T310, shall complete the requested bearer channel to the Incoming

Side, shall send a CONNECT ACKNOWLEDGE message, and shall enter the
Active state.

The CONNECT ACKNOWLEDGE message indicates completion of the

requested bearer channel. Upon receipt of the CONNECT ACKNOWLEDGE

message, the Incoming Side shall connect to the bearer channel, stop timer
T313 and enter the Active state.

When timer T313 expires prior to the receipt of a CONNECT ACKNOWLEDGE

message, the Incoming Side shall initiate call clearing in accordance with

Section 2.3.3 on guage 44%“; with cause #102, recovery on timer expiry.

2.2.? Call Information

While in the Active state, both sides may exchange any information related to

the ongoing call using INFORMATION messages.

2.2.8 Non-selected user clearing

When the call has been delivered on a connection-less channel (in case of a

multi-point configuration), in addition to sending a CONNECT ACKNOWL-

EDGE message to the Incoming Side selected for the call, the Outgoing Side

shall send a RELEASE message (indicating cause #26, non-selected user

clearing) to all other Incoming Sides that have sent SETUP ACKNOWLEDGE,

CALL PROCEEDING, ALERTING, or CONNECT messages in response to the

SETUP message. These RELEASE messages are used to notify the Incoming

Sides that the call is no longer offered to them.

2.2.9 In-band tones and announcements

When the Incoming Side provides in-band tonesiannouncements. and if the

requested bearer implies speech call, the Incoming Side will first complete the

bearer channel (if not already available). Then a progress indicator #8, in-band

information or appropriate pattern is now avaiiabie is sent simultaneously with

the application of the in-band toneiannouncement. This progress indicator may

be included in any call control message that is allowed to contain the progress

indicator information element or, if there is no call state change, in a dedicated

PROGRESS message.

Upon receipt of this message, the Outgoing Side may connect (if not already

connected) to the bearer channel to receive the in-band toneiannouncement.

Call Control (CC) 29 November 1999
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2.2.10 Failure of call establishment

In the Call present, Overlap receiving, Incoming call proceeding, or Call

received states, the Incoming Side may initiate clearing as described in Section

2.3 on page 4436 with a cause value indicated. Examples of some the cause

values that may be used to clear the call, when the Incoming Side is in the Call

present, Overlap receiving. or Incoming call proceeding state are the following:

#1 unassigned (unallocated) number
#3 no route to destination

#17 user busy

#18 no user responding

#22 number changed

#28 invalid number format (incomplete number)
#34 no circuit/channel available

#44 requested circuit/channel not available

#58 bearer capability not presently available

#65 bearer capability not implemented

Examples of two of the cause values that may be used to clear the call when

the Incoming Side is in the Call received state are as follows:

#19 no answer from user (user alerted)

#21 call rejected by user

29 November ‘I999 Call Control (CC)
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2.2.11 Call Establishment Message Flow

The figure below provides a complete view of the messages exchanged during
successful Call Establishment, as described in the sections above. The man-

datory messages, part of the Lean TCS, are indicated by a solid arrow. A dot-

ted arrow indicates the optional messages. A triangle indicates a running timer.

" __ Tabs _ "

_ _ SETUP AcKNowLED<3E_ _ _

T302 _ -'

._ T3o4_'

_ _ ..CALL PROCEEDING. _ _ _

T310

_ _ _ ALERTING _ _ _ _ .-,

' T301 .

CONNECT

CONNECT ACKNOWLEDGE

Figure 2. 1: Cali estabiishmeni‘ message flow
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2.3 CALL CLEARING

2.3.1 Normal Call Clearing

Apart from the exceptions identified in Set:t3:t:-n 2.3.2 on page c'$4‘3", the clearing

procedures are symmetrical and may be initiated by either the Outgoing or the

Incoming Side. In the interest of clarity, the following procedures describe only

the case where the Outgoing Side initiates clearing.

On sending or receiving any call ctearing message, any protocol timer other

than T305 and T308 shall be stopped.

The Outgoing Side shall initiate clearing by sending a DISCONNECT mes-

sage, starting timer T305, disconnecting from the bearer channel, and entering

the Disconnect request state.

The Incoming Side shall enter the Disconnect indication state upon receipt of a

DISCONNECT message. This message prompts the Incoming Side to discon-
nect from the bearer channel. Once the channel used for the call has been dis-

connected, the Incoming Side shall send a RELEASE message to the

Outgoing Side, start timer T308, and enter the Release request state.

On receipt of the RELEASE message the Outgoing Side shall cancel timer

T305, release the bearer channet, send a RELEASE COMPLETE message,
and return to the Null state.

Following the receipt of a RELEASE COMPLETE message from the Outgoing

Side, the Incoming Side shall stop timer T308, release the bearer channel, and
return to the Null state.

If the Outgoing Side does not receive a RELEASE message in response to the

DISCONNECT message before timer T305 expires, it shall send a RELEASE

message to the Incoming Side with the cause number originally contained in

the DISCONNECT message, start timer T308 and enter the Release request
state.

If in the Release request state, a RELEASE COMPLETE message is not

received before timer T308 expires, the side that expected the message shall
return to the Null state.

Clearing by the called user employing user-provided
toneslannouncements

In addition to the procedures described above, if the requested bearer signals

a speech call, the Outgoing Side may apply in-band toneslannouncements in

the clearing phase. When in-band toneslannouncements are provided, the

Outgoing Side will first complete the bearer channel (if not already available),

and next send the DISCONNECT message containing progress indicator #8,

in-band infonnation or appropriate pattern is now available.
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Upon receipt of this message, the incoming Side may connect (if not already

connected) to the bearer channel to receive the in-band toneiannouncement,
and enter the Disconnect indication state.

The Incoming Side may subsequently continue clearing (before the receipt of a

RELEASE from the Outgoing Side) by disconnecting from the bearer channel,

sending a RELEASE message. starting timer T308, and entering the Release

request state.

2.3.2 Abnormal Call Clearing

Under normal conditions, call clearing is initiated when either side sends a DIS-

CONNECT message and follows the procedures defined in Section 2.3.1 on

page 4&5. The only exceptions to the above rule are as follows:

a In response to a SETUP message, the Incoming Side can re;'ect a call (e.g.

because of unavailability of suitable resources) by responding with a

RELEASE COMPLETE message provided no other response has previ-

ously been sent, and enter the Null state

In case of a multi-point configuration, non-selected user call clearing will be

initiated with RELEASE mesSage(s) from the Outgoing Side (Section 2.2.8

on page 4-13)

In case of a multi-point configuration, where the SETUP message is deliv-

ered on an connection-less channel, if a remote (calling) user disconnect

indication is received during call establishment, any Incoming Side which

has responded, or subsequently responds, shall be cleared by a RELEASE

message. and the procedures of Section 2.3.1 on page 44%} are then fol-

lowed for that user. The Outgoing Side enters the Null state upon completion

of clearing procedures for all responding Incoming Sides.

2.3.3 Clear Collision

Clear collision occurs when the Incoming and the Outgoing Sides simulta-

neously transfer DISCONNECT messages. When either side receives a DIS-

CONNECT message while in the Disconnect request state, the side shall stop

timer T305, disconnect the bearer channel (if not disconnected). send a

RELEASE message, start timer T308, and enter the Release request state.

Clear collision can also occur when both sides simultaneously transfer

RELEASE messages. The entity receiving such a RELEASE message while

within the Release request state shall stop timer T308, release the bearer

channel, and enter the Null state (without sending or receiving a RELEASE

COMPLETE message).
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2.3.4 Call Clearing Message Flow

The figure below provides the complete view on the messages exchanged dur-

ing normal Call Clearing, as described in the sections above. All messages are

mandatory.

Figure 2.2.’ Call clearing message flow

29 November 1999 Call Control (CC)
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3 GROUP MANAGEMENT (GM)

3.1 OVERVIEW

The Group Management entity provides procedures for managing a group of
devices.

The following procedures are supported:

- Obtain access rights (Section 3.3 on page rtfit)

enables the requesting device to use the telephony services

of another device, part of a group of devices

Configuration distribution (Sectaon 3.4 on page 452)

facilitates the handling and operation of a group of devices

Fast inter-member access 3.5 on page 453)

enables faster contact establishment between devices of the same group

A connection-oriented L2CAP channel between devices shall be avaiiable

before any of the GM procedures can operate.

For group management, the concept of Wireless User Group (WUG) is used.

3.2 THE WIRELESS USER GROUP

3.2.1 Description

A WUG consists of a number of Bluetooth units supporting TCS. One of the

devices is called the WUG master. The WUG master is typically a gateway,

providing the other Bluetooth devices — called WUG members — with access to

an external network. All members of the WUG in range are members of a picc-

net (active or parked). Master of this piconet is always the WUG master.

The main relational characteristics of a WUG are:

- All units that are part of a WUG know which unit is the WUG master and
which other units are member of this WUG. WUG members receive this

information from the WUG master.

When a new unit has paired with the WUG master, it is able to communicate

and perform authentication and encryption with any other unit part of the

WUG without any further pairingiinitialization. The WUG master provides the

required authentication and encryption parameters to the WUG members.

Both relational characteristics are maintained through the Configuration distri-

bution procedure.

Group Management (GM} 29 November 1999
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3.2.2 Encryption within the WUG

In order to allow for encrypted transmission on the connectionless L2CAP

channel, the WUG master issues a temporary key (Kmaster). As a Bluetooth unit

is not capable of switching between two or more encryption keys in real time,

this key is normally also used for encrypted transmission on the connection-

oriented channel (individually addressed traffic). Since the WUG master picc-

net may be in operation for extended periods without interruption, the Kmaster

shall be changed periodically.

In order to allow for authentication and encryption to be performed between

WUG members. the WUG master may use the Configuration distribution pro-

cedure to issue link keys that the WUG members use for communication with

each other. Just as if pairing had created these keys, the keys are unique to a

pair of WUG members and hence a WUG member uses a different key for

every other WUG member it connects to.

The Configuration distribution shall always be performed using encrypted links.

The Kmaster shall not be used for encryption; rather the WUG master shall

ensure that the semi-permanent key for the specific WUG member addressed
shall be used.

3.2.3 Unconscious pairing

For TCS, pairing a device with the WUG master implies pairing a device with all

members of the WUGThis is achieved using the Configuration distribution pro-

cedure. This avoids the user of the device having to pair with each and every

device of the WUG individually.

In Bluetooth, pairing is not related to a specific service but rather to a specific

device. After pairing, all services provided by a device are accessible, if no fur-

ther application- or device-specific protection is provided.

Without further provisions, pairing a device with the WUG master implies that

all services provided by the new device are accessible to all other WUG mem-

bers. And vice versa, without further provisions, the new device can access all

services provided by other WUG members.

For this reason, implementers of TCS — and in particular the Configuration dis-

tribution procedure - are recommended to add provisions where:

1. a new device entering the WUG is not mandated to initiate the Obtain

access rights procedure to become a WUG member, and is consequently

only able to use the services provided by the WUG master (gateway)

2. a WUG master can reject a request to obtain access rights

3. a WUG member is not forced to accept the pairing information

received during the Configuration distribution

This applies in particular to devices offering more than just TCS- related
services.

450 29 November 1999 Group Management (GM)
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3.3 OBTAIN ACCESS RIGHTS

Using the Obtain access rights procedure, a device can obtain the rights to use

the telephony services provided by another device, part of a WUG

3.3.1 Procedure description

A device requests access rights by sending an ACCESS RIGHTS REQUEST

message and starting timer T401. Upon receipt of the ACCESS RIGHTS

REQUEST message. the receiving device accepts the request for access

rights by sending an ACCESS RIGHTS ACCEPT.

When the requesting device receives the ACCESS RIGHTS ACCEPT, it shall

stop timer T401. Then, the access rights procedure has completed success-

fully.

If no response has been received before the expiration of timer T401, the

requesting device shall consider the request for access rights to be denied.

If, upon receipt of the ACCESS RIGHTS REQUEST message, the receiving

device is for some reason unable to accept the access rights, it shall reply with

an ACCESS RIGHTS REJECT message. Upon receipt of an ACCESS

RIGHTS REJECT message, the requesting device shall stop timer T401 and

consider the request for access rights to be denied.

3.3.2 Message flow

The figure below provides the complete View on the messages exchanged dur-

ing the Obtain access rights procedure.

ACCESS RIGHTS ACCEPT or
| ACCESS RIGHTS REJECT

Figure 3. 1: Obtain access rights message flow

Group Management (GM) 29 November 1999
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3.4 CONFIGURATION DISTRIBUTION

The units in the WUG need to be informed about changes in the WUG; e.g.

when a unit is added or removed. The Configuration distribution procedure is

used to exchange this data.

When a WUG configuration change occurs, the WUG master initiates the Con-

figuration distribution procedure on all WUG members. The WUG master

keeps track of which WUG members have been informed of WUG configura-

tion changes.

Some WUG members may be out of range and may therefore not be reached.

The update of these WUG members will be performed when these members
renew Contact with the WUG master.

3.4.1 Procedure Description

The WUG master initiates the Configuration distribution procedure by starting

timer T403, and transferring the INFO SUGGEST message. The INFO SUG-

GEST message contains the complete WUG configuration information. Upon

receipt of the INFO SUGGEST message, the WUG member shall send an

INFO ACCEPT message, to acknowledge the proper receipt of the WUG con-

figuration information.

When the WUG master receives the INFO ACCEPT, the timer T401 is stopped,

and the Configuration distribution procedure has completed successfully. On

expiry of timer T403, the Configuration distribution procedure is terminated.

3.4.2 Message flow

The figure below provides the complete View on the messages exchanged dur-

ing the Configuration distribution procedure. as described in the sections
above.

T403 -'

Figure 3.2: Configuration distribution message flow
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3.5 FAST INTER-MEMBER ACCESS

When two WUG members are both active in the WUG master piconet, a WUG

member can use the Fast inter-member access procedure to obtain fast
access to another WUG member. With the Fast inter-member access

procedure. the originating WUG member obtains clock information from the

terminating WUG member and forces the terminating WUG member to go into

PAGE_SCAN for a defined period (T406).

3.5.1 Listen Request

The originating WUG member initiates the Fast inter-member access proce-

dure by starting timer T404 and transferring the LISTEN REQUEST message

to the WUG master, indicating the WUG member with which it wishes to estab-
lish contact.

If. before expiry of timer T404, the originating WUG member receives no

response to the LISTEN REQUEST message. the originating WUG member

shall terminate the procedure.

3.5.2 Listen Accept

Upon receipt of the LISTEN REQUEST message, the WUG master checks that

the indicated WUG member is part of the WUG If this is the case, the WUG

master initiates the Fast inter-member access towards the terminating WUG

member side by starting timer T405 and sending the LISTEN SUGGEST mes-

sage to the terminating WUG member.

Upon receipt of the LISTEN SUGGEST message, the terminating WUG mem-

ber confinns the suggested action (internal call) by sending a LISTEN

ACCEPT message to the WUG master. This message contains the terminating

WUG member's clock offset. After sending the LISTEN ACCEPT, the terminat-

ing WUG member shall go to PAGE-SCAN state, for T406 seconds, to enable

connection establishment by the originating WUG member.

Upon receipt of the LISTEN ACCEPT message, the WUG master stops timer

T405, and informs the originating WUG member of the result of the WUG fast

inter-member access by sending a LISTEN ACCEPT message. This message

contains the terminating WUG member's clock offset. Upon receipt of the LIS-

TEN ACCEPT message, the originating WUG member stops timer T404, and

starts paging the terminating WUG member.

If no response to the LISTEN SUGGEST message is received by the WUG

master before the first expiry of timer T405, then the WUG master shall termi-

nate the Fast inter-member access procedure by sending a LISTEN REJECT

message to both originating and terminating WUG member using cause #102,

recovery on timer expiry

Group Management (GM) 29 November 1999
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3.5.3 Listen Reject by the WUG Master

If the WUG master rejects the Fast inter-member access procedure, it sends a

LISTEN REJECT message to the originating WUG member.

Valid cause values are:

#1, Unaiiocated (unassigned) number(when the indicated WUG member is not

part of the WUG)

#17, User busy (in case terminating WUG member is engaged in an external

call)

#20, Subscriber absent (upon failure to establish contact with the terminating

WUG member), or

any cause value indicated in a LISTEN REJECT message received frornisent

to the terminating WUG member.

Upon receipt of the LISTEN REJECT message, the originating WUG member

stops timer T404, and terminates the procedure.

3.5.4 Listen Reject by the WUG Member

If the terminating WUG member rejects the suggested action received in the

LISTEN SUGGEST message, it sends a LISTEN REJECT message to the

WUG master. Valid cause value is #17, User busy (in case terminating WUG

member is engaged in another internal call).

Upon receipt of the LISTEN REJECT, the WUG master stops timer T405. and

continues as described in E3=si:tien on page 4554.

3.5.5 Message flow

The figure below provides a view of the messages exchanged during Fast inter-
rnember access, as described in the sections above. A successful Fast inter-mem-

ber access procedure ends with the terminating WUG member going into page

scan, thus allowing the originating WUG member to Contact him directly.

jtisrsn Rsoussrjr
I - -TLISTEN SUGGESTT)

Tam

. LISTEN ACCEPT or

}.4j'-'L5g$ENb:E‘J5::TT°'j. LISTEN REJECT

IP79: Sam"

Figure 3.3: Fast inter-member access message flow
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4 CONNECTIONLESS TCS (CL)

A connectionless TCS message can be used to exchange signalling informa-

tion without establishing a TCS call. It is thus a connectionless service offered

by TCS.

A connectionless TCS message is a CL INFO message (as defined in Section

6.3.1 on pagge r$?{_‘;).

A connection-oriented L2CAP channel between the Outgoing and Incoming

Side shall be available before a CL INFO message can be sent.

Note.‘ in the case of a connection-oriented channel. it may choose to deiay the

termination of the channel‘ fora defined period to exchange more Ct. INFO

messages.

Alternatively. in a multi-point configuration (see Section 1.2 on page 435), a

connectionless L2CAP channel may be used and. if so, shall be available
before a CL INFO can be sent.

Figure 4.1: Connectioniess TCS message tiow
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5 SUPPLEMENTARY SERVICES (ss)

The TCS provides explicit support for only one supplementary service, the

Calling Line Identity (seetéectlon 5.": on 4556).

For supplementary services provided by an external network, using DTMF

sequences for the activationlde-activation and interrogation of supplementary

services, the DTMF start 8: stop procedure is supported (see Section on

page -458). This procedure allows both finite and infinite tone lengths.

Section on page 458 specifies how a specific supplementary service, pro-

vided by an external network, called register recall is supported.

For other means of supplementary service control, no explicit support is speci-

fied. Support may be realized by either using the service call, or use the com-

pany specific information element, or a combination.

5.1 CALLING LINE IDENTITY

To inform the Incoming Side of the identity of the originator of the call. the Out-

going Side may include the calling party number information element

(see 5:36."-r:técn ?.4.6 on «$81) in the SETUP message transferred as part of

the call request.

Figure 5.1.’ Calling line identity message flow

5.2 DTIIIIF START & STOP

The DTMF start 8. stop procedure is supported to provide supplementary ser-

vice control on PSTN type of networks.

In principle DTMF messages can be initiated by either (Outgoing or Incoming)

Side; in practice, however, the Side (gateway) connected to the external PSTN

network will be the recipient.

DTMF messages can be transmitted only in the active state of a call. Tone

generation shall end when the call is disconnected.
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5.2.1 Start DTMF request

A user may cause a DTMF tone to be generated; e.g. by depression of a key.

The relevant action is interpreted as a requirement for a DTMF digit to be sent

in a START DTMF message on an established signalling channel. This mes-

sage contains the value of the digit to be transmitted (0, 1...9, A, B, C, D, *, #).

Only a single digit will be transferred in each START DTMF message.

5.2.2 Start DTMF response

The side receiving the START DTMF message will reconvert the received digit back

into a DTMF tone which is applied toward the remote user, and retum a START

DTMF ACKNOWLEDGE message to the initiating side. This acknowledgment may

be used to generate an indication as a feedback for a successful transmission.

If the receiving Side cannot accept the START DTMF message, a START DTMF

REJECT message will be sent to the initiating side, using cause #29, Facflity

rejected, indicating that sending DTMF is not supported by the external network.

5.2.3 Stop DTMF request

When the user indicates the DTMF sending should cease (e.g. by releasing the

key) the initiating side will send a STOP DTMF message to the other side.

5.2.4 Stop DTMF response

Upon receiving the STOP DTMF message, the receiving side will stop sending

the DTMF tone (if still being sent) and return a STOP DTMF ACKNOWLEDGE

message to the initiating side.

5.2.5 Message flow

The figure below provides a view of the messages exchanged when a single

DTMF tone needs to be generated.

 
 ART DTMF ACKNOWLEDGE

‘Saree DTMF ACKNOWLEDGE

START DTMF

STOP DTMF

T;

Figure 5.2: DTMF start & stop message flow
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5.3 REGISTER RECALL

Register recall means to seize a register (with dial tone) to permit input of fur-

ther digits or other action. In some markets, this is referred to as ‘hook flash’.

Register recall is supported by sending an INFORMATION message with a

keypad facility information element, indicating ’register recall‘ (value 16H). Fur-

ther digits are sent using the procedures as indicated in Eiezztl-cm above.
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6 MESSAGE FORMATS

This section provides an overview of the structure of messages used in this

specification, and defines the function and information contents (i.e. semantics)

of each message.

Whenever a message is sent according to the procedures of Sections 2, 3 and

4, it shall contain the mandatory information elements, and optionally any com-

bination of the optional information elements specified in this section for that
message.

A message shall always be delivered in a single L2CAP packet. The start of a

message (the LSB of the first octet) shall be aligned with the start of the L2CAP

payload.

Each definition includes:

a) A brief description of the message direction and use

b) A table listing the information elements in order of their appearance in the

message (same relative order for all message types)

c) Indications for each information element in the table, specifying —

- the section of this specification describing the information element

- whether inclusion in mandatory (‘M’) or optional ('0')

- the length (or length range) of the information element. where ‘*'

denotes an undefined maximum length which may be application

dependent

d) Further explanatory notes, as necessary

All message formats are denoted in octets.

Message formats 29 November 1999
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6.1 cm. CONTROL MESSAGE FORMATS

6.1.1 ALERTING

This message is sent by the incoming side to indicate that the called user alert-

ing has been initiated.

Message Type: ALERTING

Direction: incoming to outgoing

Information Element Ref.

Message type 7.3 M

Bearer capability 7.4.3 0 Note 1}

Progress indicator 7.4.13 0

SCC) Handle 7.4.14 0

Destination CID 7.4.11 0

0Company specific 7.4.9

Table 6.1: At. ERTlNG message content

Note 1: Allowed only in the first message sent by the
incoming side.

6.1.2 CALL PROCEEDING

This message is sent by the incoming side to indicate that the requested call
establishment has been initiated and no more call establishment information

will be accepted.

Message Type: CALL PROCEEDlNG

Direction: incoming to outgoing

information Element Ref.

Message type 7.3

Bearer capability 7.4.3

Progress indicator 7.4.13 0

S00 Handle 7.4.14 0

Destination CID 7.4.11 0

Company specific 7.4.9 0

Table 6.2: CALL PROCEEDWG message content

Note 1: Allowed only in the first message sent by the
incoming side.

29 November 1999 Message formats
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6.1.3 CONNECT

This message is sent by the incoming side to indicate call acceptance by the
called user.

Message Type: CONN ECT

Direction: incoming to outgoing

Information Element

Message type

Bearer capability

SCO Handle

Company specific

Table 6. 3." CONNECT message content

Note 1: Allowed only in the first message sent by the
incoming side.

6.1.4 CONNECT ACKNOWLEDGE

This message is sent by the outgoing side to acknowledge the receipt of a

CONNECT message.

Message Type; CONNECT ACKNOWLEDGE

Direction: outgoing to incoming

ilnfonnation Element Ref. Type
Message type 7.3 M

SCO Handle 7.4.14 O

Destination CID 7.4.11 0

Company specific 7.4.9 0 3-‘

Tab.-‘e 6.4: CONNECT ACKNOWLEDGE message content

Message formats 29 November 1999
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6.1.5 DISCONNECT

Bluetooth.

This message is sent by either side as an invitation to terminate the call.

Message Type: DISCONNECT

Direction: both

Information Element

Message type

Cause

Progress indicator

SCO Handle

Destination CID

Company specific

Table 6.5: DISCONNECT message content

5.1.6 INFORMATION

This message is sent by either side to provide additional information during call

establishment (in case of overlap sending).

Message Type: INFORMATION

Direction: both

Information Element Ref.

Message type

Sending complete

Keypad facility

Called party number

Audio control

Company specific

7.3

7.4.15

7.4.12

7.4.5

7.4.2

7.4.9

Table 6.6: INFORMATION message content

29 November 1999 Message formats
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6.1.7 PROGRESS

This message is sent by the incoming side to indicate the progress of a call in

the event of intenivorking or by either side in the call with the provision of

optional in-band informationipatterns.

Message Type: PROGRESS

Direction: incoming to outgoing

lnforrnation Element

Message type

Progress indicator

SCO Handle

Destination CID

Company specific

Tabie 6. 7: PROGRESS message content

6.1.8 RELEASE

This message is used to indicate that the device sending the message had dis-

connected the channel (if any) and intends to release the channel, and that

receiving device should release the channel after sending RELEASE COM-
PLETE.

Message Type: RELEASE

Direction: both

Information Element

Message type

Cause

Company specific

Table 6.8: RELEASE message content

Note 1: Mandatory in the first call clearing message.

Message female 29 November 1999
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6.1.9 RELEASE COMPLETE

This message is used to indicate that the device sending the message has

released the channel (if any), and that the channel is available for re-use.

Message Type: RELEASE COMPLETE

Direction: both

Information Element . Type

Message type 7.3 M

Cause 7.4.7 QN0te 1}

Company specific 7.4.9 0

Table 6. 9: RELEASE COMPLETE message content

Note 1: Mandatory in the first call clearing message.

6.1.10 SETUP

This message is sent by the outgoing side to initiate call establishment.

Message Type:

Direction:

information Element

Message type 7.3

Call class 7.4.4

Sending complete 7.4.15

Bearer capability 7.4.3

Signal 7.4.16

Calling party number 7.4.6

Called party number 7.4.5
OOOOOOZE

Company specific 7.4.9

Table 6.10: SETUP message content
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6.1.11 SETUP ACKNOWLEDGE

This message is sent by the incoming side to indicate that call estabiishment

has been initiated, but additional information may be required.

Message Type: SETUP ACKNOWLEDGE

Direction: incoming to outgoing

Information Element Ref.

Message type

Bearer capability

Progress indicator

SCO Handle

Destination CID

Company specific

Tabie 6.11: SETUP ACKNOWLEDGE message content

Note 1: Allowed only in the first message sent by the
incoming side.

6.1.12 Start DTMF

This message contains the digit the other side should reconvert back into a

DTMF tone, which is then applied towards the remote user.

Message Type: Start DTMF

Direction: both

information Element

Message type

Keypad faciiity

Table 6.12: Start DTMF message content

Message formats 29 November 1999
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6.1.13 Start DTMF Acknowledge

This message is sent to indicate the successful initiation of the action required

by the Start DTMF message.

Message Type: Start DTMF Acknowledge

Direction: both

Information Element

Message type

Keypad facility

Table 6.13: Start DTMF Acknowiedge message content

6.1.14 Start DTMF Reject

This message is sent to indicate that the other side cannot accept the Start

DTMF message.

Message Type: Start DTMF Reject

Direction: both

information Element

Message type

Cause

Table 6.14: Start DTMF Reject message content

6.1.15 Stop DTMF

This message is used to stop the DTMF tone sent towards the remote user.

Message Type: Stop DTMF

Direction: both

Information Element

Message type

Table 6.15: Stop DTMF message content
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6.1.16 Stop DTMF Acknowledge

This message is sent to indicate that the sending of the DTMF tone has been

stopped.

Message Type: Stop DTMF Acknowledge

Direction: both

Information Element

Message type

Keypad facitity

Tabie 6.16: Stop DTMF Acknowiedge message content

6.2 GROUP MANAGEMENT MESSAGE FORMATS

6.2.1 ACCESS RIGHTS REQUEST

This message is sent by the initiating side to obtain access rights.

Message Type: ACCESS RIGHTS REQUEST

Direction:

information Element

Message type

Company specific

Tabie 6. 1' 7.‘ ACCESS RiGHTS REQUEST message content

6.2.2 ACCESS RIGHTS ACCEPT

This message is sent by the responding Side to indicate granting of access

rights.

Message Type: ACCESS RIGHTS ACCEPT

Direction:

i Information Element l Ref. i Type

| Message type 7.3 MCompany specific 7.4.9 0

Tabie 6.18: ACCESS RtGHTS ACCEPT message content
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6.2.3 ACCESS RIGHTS REJECT

This message is sent by the responding side to indicate denial of access rights.

Message Type: ACCESS RIGHTS REJECT

Direction:

Information Element

Message type

Company specific

Table 6.19.‘ ACCESS RIGHTS REJECT message content

6.2.4 INFO SUGGEST

This message is sent by the WUG master to indicate that a change has

occurred in the WUG configuration.

Message Type: INFO SUGGEST

Direction: WUG master to WUG member

Information Element

Message type

Configuration Data

Company specific

Table 6.20: INFO SUGGEST message content

6.2.5 INFO ACCEPT

This message is sent by the WUG member to indicate the acceptance of the

updated WUG configuration.

Message Type: INFO ACCEPT

Direction: WUG member to WUG master

Information Element

Message type

Company specific

Table 6.21: INFO ACCEPT message content
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6.2.6 LISTEN REQUEST

This message is sent by a WUG member to indicate to the WUG master the

request for a Fast inter-member access to the indicated WUG member.

Message Type: LISTEN REQUEST

Direction: WUG member to WUG master

Information Element

Message type

Called party number

Company specific

Tabie 6.22: USTEN REQUEST message content

6.2.7 LISTEN SUGGEST

This message is sent by a WUG master to indicate to the WUG member the

request for a Fast inter-member access.

Message Type: LISTEN SUGGEST

Direction: WUG master to WUG member

information Element

Message type

Company specific

Tabie 6.23: LISTEN SUGGEST message content

6.2.8 LISTEN ACCEPT

This message is sent to indicate the acceptance of the previous request for a
Fast inter-member access.

Message Type: LISTEN ACCEPT

Direction: both

Information Element l Ref. I Type
Message type 7.3

Clock offset 7.4.8

Company specific 7.4.9

Tabie 6.24: USTEN ACCEPT message content
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6.2.9 LISTEN REJECT

This message is sent to indicate the rejection of the previous request for a Fast
inter-member access.

Message Type: LISTEN REJECT

Direction: both

Information Element

Message type

Cause

Company specific

Table 6.25: LISTEN REJECT message content

6.3 TCS CONNECTIONLESS MESSAGE FORMATS

6.3.1 CL INFO

This message is sent by either side to provide additionai information in a con-
nectionless manner.

Message Type: CL INFO

Direction: both

Information Element Ref.

Message type 7 .3

Audio control 7.4.2

Company specific 7.4.9

Table 6.26: CL INFO message content
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7 MESSAGE CODING

The figures and text in this section describe message contents. Within each

octet, the bit designated ‘bit 1' is transmitted first. followed by bit 2. 3, 4. etc.

Similarly, the octet shown at the top of the figure is sent first.

Whenever a message is sent, according to the procedures of Sections 2. 3 and

4, it shall be coded as specified in this section.

7.1 OVERVIEW

The coding rules follow ITU-T Recommendation 0.931, but is tailored to the

specific needs of TCS.

Every message consists of:

a) Protocol discriminator

b) Message type, and

c) Other information elements, as required

The Protocol discriminator and Message type is part of every TCS message.

while the other information elements are specific to each message type.

8 7 6 5 4

Protocol discriminator Message type

I Other information elements as required
Table 7.1: Genera! message format

A particular information element shall be present only once in a given mes-

sage.

The term ‘default’ implies that the value defined shall be used in the absence of

any assignment or negotiation of alternative values.

For notation purposes — when a field extends over more than one octet. the

order of bit values progressively decreases as the octet number increases. The

least significant bit of the field is represented by the lowest numbered bit of the

highest-numbered octet of the field. In general, bit 1 of each octet contains the

least significant bit of a field.
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7.2 PROTOCOL DISCRIMINATOR

The purpose of the protocol discriminator is to distinguish the TCS messages

into different functional groups. The protocol discriminator is the first part of
every message.

The protocol discriminator is coded according to t-“vig_:z.:;*-:-;» 73.1 and Tat:-ie ‘E22.

Bluetooth TCS Call Control

Bluetooth TCS Group management
Bluetooth TCS Connectionless

All other values reserved

Table 7.2: Protocol discriminator

7.3 MESSAGE TYPE

The purpose of the message type is to identify the function of the message

being sent.

The Message type is the first part of every message and it is coded as shown

in Figure ?.2 and Tabie ?.3.

Call Control messages

Cali Establishment

ALERTING

Table 7.3: Message type
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Bits

CALL PROCEEDING

CONNECT

CONNECT ACKNOWLEDGE

PROGRESS

SETUP

SETUP ACKNOWLEDGE

Call clearing

DISCONNECT

RELEASE

RELEASE COMPLETE

Miscellaneous

INFORMATION

START DTMF

START DTMF ACKNOWLEDGE

START DTMF REJECT

STOP DTMF

STOP DTMF ACKNOWLEDGE

Group management messages

INFO SUGGEST

INFO ACCEPT

LISTEN REQUEST

LISTEN ACCEPT

LISTEN SUGGEST

LISTEN REJECT

ACCESS RIGHTS REQUEST

ACCESS RIGHTS ACCEPT

ACCESS RIGHTS REJECT

DOGCODDGD -ICJIDOIDCICJCJCJ
Connectioniess messages

0 0 0 0 0 CLINFO

Table 7.3: Message lype
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7.4 OTHER INFORMATION ELEMENTS

7.4.1 Coding rules

The coding of other information elements follows the coding rules described
below.

Three categories of information elements are defined:

a) single octet information elements (see 2'-“ignre 7.3 on gage 4?‘:-fl)

b) double octet information element (see figure ?.»fi on page -37%)

c) variable length information elements (see i—‘~‘:'go.re on gage A‘:-M).

"table ‘?.4 on page 4% summarizes the coding of the information element iden-

tified bits for those information elements used in this specification.

5 4

lnformation element identifier

Figure 7. 3: Single octet information element format

3 ‘ i §E
§8 7 E6 §5

0 Information element identifier

Length of contents of information element (octets)

Contents of Information element

Figure 7.5: Variable length information element format

Coding

BT65-4321

1 Single octet infonnation elements

0 1 0 0 0 U 1 Sending complete

1 Double octet information elements

Table 7.4.‘ lnformation element identifier coding
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,..

Cail class

Cause

Progress indicator

Signal

Keypad facility

SCO handle

l/ariabie iengih infonnation eiements

Ciock offset

Configuration data

Bearer capability

Destination CJD

Calling party number

Called party number

Audio controi
DSC00000 DSC00000

Company specific

Tabie 7.4: information element identifier coding

The descriptions of the information eiements below are organized in alphabeti-

cal order. However, there is a particular order of appearance for each informa-

tion element in a message. The code values of the information element

identifier for the variable length formats are assigned in ascending numerical

order, according to the actual order of appearance of each information element

in a message. This allows the receiving devices to detect the presence or

absence of a particular information element without scanning through an entire
message.

Where the description of information elements in this specification contains

spare bits, these bits are indicated as being set to '0'. In order to allow compat-

ibility with future implementation, messages should not be rejected simply

because a spare bit is set to '1‘.

The second octet of a variable length information element indicates the total

length of the contents of that information element regardless of the coding of

the first octet (i.e. the length is calculated starting from octet 3). It is the binary

coding of the number of octets of the contents, with bit 1 as the least significant

bit (2°).

An optional variable-length information element may be present, but empty

(zero length). The receiver should interpret this as if that information element

Message coding 29 November 1999
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was absent. Similarly, an absent information element should be interpreted by

the receiver as if that information element was empty.

7.4.2 Audio control

The purpose of the Audio control information elements is to indicate informa-

tion relating to the control of audio.

Length of contents of information element (octets)

Control information

Figure 7. 6:

Control information (octet 3)
Bits

Volume increase
Volume decrease

Microphone gain increase
Microphone gain decrease
Reserved for Bluetooth standardization

Company specific

Table 7.5: Audi Control information element coding

7.4.3 Bearer capability

The purpose of the Bearer capability information elements is to indicate a

requested or available bearer service.

If this information element is absent, the default Bearer capability is Link type

Synchronous Connection-Oriented with packet type HV3. using CVSD coding

for the User information layer 1.

Length of contents of information element (octets)

Link type

Figure 7.7:

Link type element coding = 00000000 (SCO)
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User information |ayer1 Packet type 4

Figure 7.8:

Link type element coding = 00000001 (ACL)

c\n.\\a.\\eL\\n.\\eL\\n.\\n.\\eL\\9.\\A\\n

Flags 4\ev.\\v\\'o.\V\\w\\w\\x\\)L\\\\\o.\\

Service type 5\r\\\.\\\o.\V\\\r\\\.\\v\\N\\N\\na\\M

6\7a\\>.\\a¢\‘aa¢\\o.\\>.\v.\\o.\\o.\'o.\\

Token Rate 7\».Vo.\».\».\».\ev.\\».\».\».\».

8\E\v.\\t*#~.VE\-L\\E\-L\‘€\-L\‘&\‘€\-L\‘€\.\\l\-L\‘€\I'

9\\\\\~:~\\7~w-vmv«w\v«\~:s\-

10wt\vt\w\w\\\\\ww.\w.\\w

Token Bucket Size (bytes) 11\».»<\\>.>.\ux\>.\v¢\\».\\».\vw

12\:~¢-\'e~\~:sV«>.\-:~\\\\>.:~Vo~\~:-‘cw

13~:\a\~:.»x~ox\~:\-xx-¢.\\-x~:\a\~rx\~:\a\~:\-:~

14awI.\\\\V2\\V\\V\\v\\v\\-7\\'#\\v\\\

Peak Bandwidth {bytesisecond) 15\v\vu\va\Vv\'¢a\va\Vu\va\vv\Vv\

16\\\\V\\V\\Vv\V\\v\\V\\v\'w\\v\\

17'oo.'o<\'ot\'ov\'ot\'ot\)o¢\)o.\)o.\'o.'

13\ee.\e\>.\».\9.>.\e\>.\ee.\e\\\ee.\e\\\A\V

Latency (microseconds) 19mxmxmxmxwxmwxummxm

20\K\M\\9.3x\>.\‘0~\‘:-\i:.\v~\\9~\*~9~\N>

21IkVI:\Vs#\‘#-#\VN*#\\V~.\V«:\‘#\\V\\V€s‘

22\n¢\w.\».\».\».\».'oo.'ot\'oo.'oo

Deiay Variation (microseconds) 23\\o.\\o.\\x\ee.\N.\e\¢.\e\.>.\eh\\n.\\n.\\\

24wme\w.w.w.\\a~\~.\\v.\».\».~

25\}«:N\:~\K\\*L\\J\\\\\?N(\W.\V«}Ns\Vs

User information layer 3 User information layer 2 26k‘PfiV‘(\\3|#\V#\‘h}\‘##\‘E‘}\‘E\}\‘E\NV\\\

Figure 7. 9:

Note: the Quality of Service is repeated at TCS level, as only TCS has the

knowledge of end-to-end Quaiity of Service requirements.
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[ink type (octet 3)

B its

8| 7| 6 5 4| 3 2 1
Synchronous Con nection-Oriented

0 0 D 0 0 U D 1 AsynchronousConnection-Less
0 U 0 0 0 0 1 0 None

All other values are reserved

Ocfet 4 coding fink type eiement coding : I I I I I I I I I

Packet type (octet 4)

HV1
HV2
HV3
DV

User information layer 1 (octet 4)

Bits
8 7 6
U U 1 CVSD
0 1 0 PCMA-law

0 1 1 PCM u-iaw
All other vaiues reserved

ces- coing in ypeeemen IIIIIIIII

The details of the coding Octets 4-25 can be found in
LZCAP. see §..2EC.-RF-’. $e::i:<:r: 5 on mge 228%}

User information iayer 2 (octet 26)

Bits
4 3 2 1
U U U U RFCOMM o\.rerL2CAP
All other values are reserved

User information layer 3 (octet 26)

Bits
8 7 6 5

U U G U Notspecified
O 0 0 1 PPP
0 0 1 0 IP
All other vaiues reserved

ce A corng i'i"i ypeeemen -HHIII I

Octet 4 is absent

Table 7. 6: Bearer capabiiity inforrnat.-‘on eiernent coding
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7.4.4 Call class

The purpose of the Call class is to indicate the basic aspects of the service

requested. This element allows the user to indicate the use of default

attributes, thereby reducing the length of the set-up message.

External call

Intercom call
0 Service call

1 Emergency call

Table 7. 7: Cali class information eiemenrcoding

Note

- An external call is a call toifrom an external network; e.g. the PSTN.

- An intercom call is a call between Bluetooth devices.

- A service call is a call for configuration purposes.

- An emergency call is an external call using a dedicated emergency call

number, using specific properties.
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Bluetooth-

7.4.5 Called party number

The purpose of the Called party number information element is to identify the

called party of a call.

\‘¢\\V\‘£*#\\‘¢\\‘¢\\N\V~#\V\\Vv-7sV~.\‘

1

|m\~a\\\\\»\\w\\>a\~:¢.~o»o¢\~:A-c»2V\\V\\N\\\\\v\:\V\\V\\V\\v\\v\\e\

3'¢u\'¢u\Vu\'w\'w\Vv\Vv\Vv\V\\v.\

Number digits (|A5 characters} (Note) 4 etc.wwwwwwwwwv

Note — The number digits appear in multiple octet 4's in the same order in
which they would be entered, that is. the number digit which would be
entered first is located in the first octet 4.

Figure 7.11:

Unknown
International number
National number

Network specific number
Subscriber number
Abbreviated number
Reserved for extension

Ail other values are reserved

Numbering plan identification {octet 3}

Unknown

|SDNftelephony numbering plan E3164
Data numbering plan Rec. X.121
Reserved

National standard numbering plan
Private numbering pian

ues are reserved

Table 7. 8: Catted party information eierneni‘ coding
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